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Abstract of the Dissertation

Protein Dimerization Mechanisms Study with Molecular Dynamics Simulation

by

Yuan Yao

Doctor of Philosophy

in

Applied Mathematics and Statistics

Stony Brook University

2014

Protein dimerization is involved in many essential biological processes like gene expression,

allosteric regulation, enzymatic activation and signal transduction. However, our understanding

about dimerization mechanisms is limited despite of the progress made. In this work, we ap-

plied molecular dynamics simulation with all-atom structure-based model to the investigation of

ten commonly studied regulatory dimers. Through the combinational analysis of intrinsic en-

ergy funnels, density of states, thermodynamic free energy landscapes, phi-values of transition

states, and kinetic simulations, new and detailed mechanisms of dimerization and their coupling

with monomer folding are revealed, in good agreements with existing experimental evidences and

suggestions. We found five distinct representative strategies from ten dimers, demonstrating the

high diversity and uniqueness in protein dimerization mechanisms, which challenge, or comple-

ment, the conventional concepts of two-state (obligatory) and three-state (non-obligatory) dimers.

The all-atom structure-based model used here is demonstrated to have better representation for

hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic packing, be able to distinguish disulfide bonds from native con-

tact pairs, and give more detailed agreements with experiments than the previous course-grained

structure-based model.

Lambda Cro repressor is one of the most studied dimeric transcription factors. But there is

still an unsettled debate for decades about whether it is a two-state dimer or three-state dimer. We

provide a new mechanism model that can reconcile these seemingly conflicting (mutually exclu-

sive) experimental results. From simulations with all-atom structure-based model, we observe that

the dimerization process of Lambda Cro repressor starts from one folded monomer with one un-

folded monomer. Intra-subunit folding and inter-subunit binding are half-coupled, in a fly-casting

manner.
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1 General Introduction

1.1 Bio-molecular structure-function relationship

As the major carrier of biological functions, proteins adopt diverse and specific three dimen-

sional structures, in order to implement the genetic hereditary information encoded in nucleotide

sequences. The spatial arrangement of specified atoms (structure) gives a protein geometric shape,

surface, electrostatic charge distribution, chemical characters, and underlying topology, on which

a protein’s dynamic behavior, i.e. function, relies. The deep rooted maxim that structure de-

termines function, has been well accepted and followed during the development of experimental

technologies, especially X-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), which en-

able people to reveal the atomic structure of large biomolecules.

Resolved bio-molecular structures in protein data bank (PDB) has passed 100,000 by early

2014. A great amount of valuable information has been and will be learned from these structures,

including activation sites and catalytic mechanisms of enzymes, key residues for protein functions,

possible targets for drug design, dimer association and complex assembly mechanisms. However,

in order to fully understand structure-function relationship, static structures from PDB database

are still not enough. Since the resolved structures are mostly about the native state of a protein or

occasionally very stable intermediate states, which are at low energetic state, and deprived from

solvent environment, a PDB structure is likely possessing a different conformation from its func-

tional conformation in vivo. More importantly, the dynamic behavior of these folded structures

and the folding processes of achieving these end-point structures can carry more meaningful infor-

mation in terms of interpreting mechanisms and designing new desired functions. The relatively

low temporal and spacial resolution of common biophysical and biochemical experiments can only

capture the overall crude structural evolution of bio-molecules, as an ensemble average most of the

time. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, on the contrary, can give single molecule atomic level

resolution. Given the recent rapid improvement of empirical molecular force fields and fast growth

of computational power, molecular dynamics simulation provides a new way to study the dynamic

properties of bio-molecules.

1.2 Conventional understanding of dimmer association.

Protein dimerization [1, 2, 3, 4] is involved in many essential cellular events, including gene

expression, signal transduction, protein transportation, cell skeleton assembly etc. The DNA-

binding domains of transcription factors usually take the form of homodimer in order to recognize

palindromic DNA-sequence motifs. [5, 6]. Many cross membrane signal receptors are dimers,

so that they can mutually activate each other when proper signal comes [7, 4]. The theoretical

models used to explain protein association processes have been evolving towards understanding

about structure-function relationship of biomolecules. Fischer, as early as 1894, first proposed the

rigid docking model for protein ligand association (lock and key model) [8]. Later, local flexibility

of biomolecules was taken into consideration, resulting in conformational selection model [9] and

induced fit model [10, 11]. The former emphasizes on the multitude of biomolecular conforma-

tions and random search for the correct interface; while the later suggests a more actively guided

search and optimization of binding interface from conformational change induced from binding.

More recently, the discovery of the ubiquitous existence of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs)
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[12, 13, 14] revolutionized the conventional paradigm of the structure dependent protein functions.

Being highly flexible before encountering the right partner, an intrinsically disordered protein can

increase its searching diameter through fly-casting mechanism [15, 16], and at the same time, free

its target-binding specificity from the necessity of high affinity required in structured proteins.

The specificity without high affinity (i.e. thermodynamic stability) further enables IDPs to unbind

easily. This subtle balance between affinity and specificity makes IDPs especially suitable for sig-

nal transduction and gene regulations [17, 18, 19, 20]. Following this major progress, our work

here further revealed the diversity and complexity of protein association mechanisms, even with

homodimers. New mechanisms with finer details are revealed, which agree with current experi-

mental evidences and suggest new hypotheses for future experimental tests.

1.2.1 Classification of protein dimers

There are a few common ways to classify protein dimers. They emphasize on different aspects

of their dimerization mechanisms. Since overlapping commonly exists among these classification

methods, equivalences and implications are often made among them. However, as we will demon-

strate later, the subtle differences of these classification terminologies should be better understood

with greater caution.

Based on whether a thermodynamically stable intermediate state exists or not, between un-

folded unbound monomers (2U) and structured dimers (D), people classify protein dimers into 2

state dimers and 3 state dimers [21, 22, 23]. A 2 state dimer has only one transition D ⇋ 2U ,

without any intermediate state. It does not have a structured monomeric form, and thus requires

binding to its partner to get folded. While a 3 state dimer possesses a folded monomeric inter-

mediate state (2F), or a partially structured dimeric intermediate (I2), and thus has two transitions

D ⇋ 2F ⇋ 2U or D ⇋ I2 ⇋ 2U .

Figure 1.1: 2 state (obligatory dimer) D ⇋ 2U
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Figure 1.2: 3 state (non-obligatory) D ⇋ 2F ⇋ 2U

Based on whether a dimeric form is required/obligatory or not for the protein to get structured

(folded), protein dimers are classified into obligatory dimers and non-obligatory dimer. Equiva-

lences are often made between 2 state dimer and obligatory dimer, and between 3 state dimer and

non-obligatory dimer. However, one clear inconsistency is that a 3 state dimer with dimeric inter-

mediate state I2 is not a non-obligatory dimer, since its does not have a folded monomeric form

either.

Based on whether the binding interaction is strong enough to keep the dimer stable or not,

dimers can be classified into permanent dimers and transient/temporary dimers. Based on whether

the two partners in a dimer are the same protein or not, dimers are classified into homodimers and

heterodimers.

1.2.2 Coupling between binding and folding in dimerization process

The discovery of ubiquitous intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) directly demonstrated

that the folding process of a protein can be closely associated with its binding process. The asso-

ciation mechanisms of IDPs, according to the temporal order of binding and folding, are classified

simply and intuitively into three classes: cooperative "coupled binding-folding", non-cooperative

decoupled "fold first then bind" and "bind first then fold" scenarios [24]. The first two classes are

most commonly observed in protein dimers. The third class "bind first" mechanism is much rarer,

but still observed in small peptide ligands binding to their bigger protein partners [25].

3



Figure 1.3: Coupling/decoupling between binding and folding.

Implications are commonly made that 2 state dimers always follow a coupled binding-folding

mechanism, while 3 state dimers follow a "fold first then bind" mechanism at the presence of the

intermediate state of structured monomers (2F). However, in our simulations, these implications

does not always hold. Dimerization mechanisms display a much higher diversity in the ten dimers

studied here, as demonstrated in the results section.

1.3 Funneled landscape theory

The development of protein folding funneled landscape theory has been providing us deeper

insights into protein folding mechanisms for more than two decades [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32,

33]. The previous concept of discrete sequential folding pathways connecting transition states and

intermediates has gradually been replaced by the multiple parallel pathways among ensembles of

states on the protein folding funneled landscape. [31].

Funneled landscape theory vividly incarnates current theoretical understanding about protein

folding [26, 34, 27, 31]. Energy landscape profile of a structured protein in its physiological

environment is thought of taking the shape of a funnel, with the bottom tip as the native folded state,

and the wide open mouth as the ensemble of non-native states. Protein folding can be imagined

as a ball rolling down the funnel, from a vast (high entropy, unstructured) high energy ensemble

narrowing down to a tiny (low entropy, well structured) low energy native state. The wall of the

funnel can be smooth or bumpy due to the intrinsic topological or energetic frustrations; and there

can be multiple routes going down the funnel [35, 29, 36]. Since the possible conformational

space of a protein is astronomically vast and thus requires infinite time to perform a brutal random

search, (Levinthal paradox [37]), there exists a selective necessity for a structured protein to be able

to fold into its functional form within biological timescales. This evolutionary pressure determines

that the bumps and traps (i.e. roughness of the landscape) on the funnel wall, scaled by the size

of the funnel, must be small enough, relative to the overall funnel shape, so that they can not

delay folding process (i.e. going down the funnel) significantly. This evolutionary smoothness is
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formulated into minimal frustration assumption [33, 38, 39], based on which structure-based model

[40, 41], is developed and has given many satisfying agreements with experimental observations

so far [33, 21, 42, 22, 43, 24, 19, 44, 25].

But the quantitative interpretation and application of funneled landscape are still largely im-

mature. Previous studies have demonstrated that the topography ratio (Λ = δE/(∆E
√

2S)) of fun-

neled landscape is a good quantitative descriptor for the thermodynamics and kinetics of protein

folding [45].

1.4 Relationship between binding and folding

Sharing the same type of energetic interactions among residues which drive the dynamics

of protein folding, binding process differs from folding process only in the entropy part, due to

different peptide chain connectivity. Therefore, an analog can be made between folding and self-

binding, or between binding and multi-domain protein folding [17, 24]. Under a similar selective

pressure to approach partner and form final native binded state within physiological timescales,

the underlying energy landscape of binding also has to be funneled. Moreover, similar to the

hydrophobic core of a structured monomeric protein, which composes the major contribution to

folding stability [46], the commonly existing hydrophobic binding interfaces in protein dimers,

especially in homodimers [47, 48], like the ten dimers we studied here, makes structure-based

models equally applicable in studying coupled binding-folding processes. Coarse-grained model

at residue level has successfully explained the dimer topology-mechanism relationship [21], short

peptide sequence binding [25, 19], protein assembly [49] and fly-casting behavior in IDPs [50].

1.5 Folding landscape and topography ratio Λ

Previous work has shown three essential quantities in characterizing funneled folding land-

scape [45]. They are energy gap, energetic roughness and entropy. The energy gap δE is the en-

ergy difference between native/folded state and non-native/unfolded states, which is the assumed

driving force/bias toward folding and stabilizes the native state after that. The depth of the funnel

is reflected by this energy gap. The energetic roughness ∆E is energy fluctuation of the non-

native state ensemble, which describes how rugged/bumpy the surface/wall of the funnel is. This

roughness can cause the polypeptide chain, during its configurational searching, to be trapped in

non-native local minima, and therefore delay or even prevent folding. The third quantity, entropy

S, is the entropy of the non-native states ensemble, representing the volume of the configuration

space need to be searched by the polypeptide chain, and thus depicts the width/horizontal scale of

the funnel. The topography ratio Λ = δE/(∆E
√

2S), which is defined as the dimensionless ratio

of the energy gap over energy roughness and entropy, has been demonstrated to be a robust metric

that quantifies “the degree of funneledness”, which can be used to accurately predict the thermo-

dynamic stability and kinetic speed of folding [45], with large Λ implying better thermodynamic

stability against trapping, and faster folding speed.

1.6 All-atom structure-based model

In accordance with the concept of minimal frustration, which is shaped under natural selection

pressure on folding speed and robustness in evolution [33], structure-based model [40], with only
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native structure stabilizing interactions encoded, has enjoyed great successes in the study of protein

folding mechanisms [33]. The commonly used structure based model only have Cα atoms in an

amino acid represented, and therefore is described as coarse-grained model.

In recent years, Paul C. Withford, Jeffery K. Noel, Jose N. Onuchic etc. have developed an

structure-based model that includes every single non-hydrogen atom of a protein [41]. This model

combines the merits of being computationally economical with minimal frustrated Hamiltonian as

well as being able to offer atomic level details, and has been demonstrated to be able to reproduce

folding mechanisms in agreement with coarse-grained model and all-atom empirical forcefield

results [41]. The developers also kindly provide one convenient web sever SMOG [51], which is

used here, to help prepare our simulations.
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2 Methods

2.1 Simulations

Our funnel topography ratio Λ calculation is based on protein’s density of states (DOS) in con-

figurational and energetic space. Because the density of states is about micro-canonical ensemble,

and therefore independent of temperature, it can serve as the fundamental intrinsic description of

the system (protein folding-binding landscape here). In order to get the temperature independent

intrinsic potential energy and entropy profiles, we need density of states from micro-canonical en-

semble. To get density of states, we first performed all-atom structure based simulation with replica

exchange method (REMD) [52] in canonical ensembles to sufficiently sample the dimerization

configuration space. Then the temperature dependent energy distributions from REMD is trans-

formed into micro-canonical density of states by weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM)

algorithm [53, 54].

Free energy profiles are built directly from the configurational sampling at certain temperature

replicas as the log of reverse probability (G =−logP+const.), or from the density of states calcu-

lated by WHAM (P = ΣΩi ∗e−Ei/kT , Ωi is number of states at energy level i, Ei is potential energy

at level i). Two methods give very close free energy profiles. The unit of free energies calculated

in this work is in Boltzmann factor (kT), where k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is temperature in

reduced unit of structure-based model.

2.1.1 Replica exchange molecular dynamics simulations (REMD)

For each dimer, we set up 84 temperature replicas (with exceptions of 48 replicas for 1cta, and

60 replicas for 1arr due to their smaller sizes), and each replica is propagated for 50 nanoseconds.

Starting, from native PDB structure, the first 10 nanoseconds of simulation is used to allow the

structure to fully reach its equilibrium at each temperature, and then sampling of frames were

collected from the last 40 nanoseconds, with a time interval of 0.5 picoseconds. Conformation

exchange between neighboring replicas is attempted every 0.5 picoseconds. Success exchange rate

between any two neighboring replicas is at least 60% around transition temperatures, and at least

20% everywhere else.

2.1.2 Weighted histogram analysis (WHAM)

Density of states, Ω(E), or microcanonical partition function, gives the number of microstates

with energy E. Ω(E) is independent of temperature, and can be theoretically calculated from

canonical sampling (constant temperature) at any temperature. However, one single constant tem-

perature sampling is narrowly focused on a limited region of energy/conformation space (around

the averages), and can give huge statistical errors at the under-sampled regions (tails of a distri-

bution at a constant temperature). Thus, Ferrenberg-Swendsen reweighting method (WHAM) is

applied to reconstruct density of states from replica exchange sampling at multiple temperatures

[53, 54]. Through an iteration of reweighting, the statistical errors is minimized as a least-square

optimization result. The algorithm used is as following.

In this work, a macrostate is defined by the number of native contacts formed (Qi, Qa, Qb),

which represents the formation of binding interface and folding of two monomers respectively.
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Since energy is another necessary dimension in WHAM process, we calculate density of states as a

function of four variables Ω(E,Qi,Qa,Qb). Probability of one state at replica t, Pt(E,Qi,Qa,Qb),
can be estimated directly from MD sampling. N is the number of replicas. T is the temperature

in replica t. k is boltzmann constant. E is the potential energy of that state. The following two

equations are iteratively solved, with input Pt from MD sampling and ft initialized to be zero, until

the change of ft between two iteration cycles is less than 0.0001. (Different ending criteria like

0.01, 0.001 and 0.00001 are tested, and 0.0001 is chosen since there is no further improvement

from lower values.)

Ω(E,Qi,Qa,Qb) =
ΣN

t=1Pt(E,Qi,Qa,Qb)

ΣN
t=1exp{−E/kT − ft}

ft = ln[ΣEΩ(E,Qi,Qa,Qb)e−E/kT ]

2.1.3 Software packages and computation resources

All molecular dynamics simulations are performed with Gromacs [55]. Input files are pre-

pared with the help of SMOG server [51]. Center of mass constraint potential is applied in the

form of a flat bottom well by PLUMED library [56]. WHAM procedure is coded in Fortran, and

results are plotted and analyzed in Matlab.

Lonestar super-computing cluster in the University of Texas at Austin is used to implement

the majority of our simulations. Replica exchange sampling makes an ideal parallel job in this

cluster. Each replica takes one core in the cluster, giving a nice 90%+ parallel efficiency.

2.2 Calculations

2.2.1 Order parameters selection

To specifically define configuration states of a protein, as well as to visualize the landscape,

we need to introduce specific order parameters, or reaction coordinates in the system. For dimers,

we need at least two reaction coordinates to profile the landscape; one is for monitoring folding of

the monomers, and the other is for monitoring binding of the two monomers. Several combinations

of native contact number, root mean square deviation (RMSD) and center of mass (COM) distance

have been tested as order parameters. The native contact number (Q) proves to be the only suitable

candidate to monitor binding. Both RMSD and Q can monitor monomer folding, but using RMSD

yields a streaky behavior in WHAM procedure. So, the formation of native inter-chain contacts Qi,

native intra-chain contacts Qa and Qb was finally chosen as the reaction coordinates to describe

binding and folding of two monomers respectively.

2.2.2 Native contacts definition and calculation.

Native contacts are determined by shadow map method [57]. The native state (PDB structure

from X-ray crystallography or NMR) is used as the reference to define the native contacts. A cut

off distance of 6 angstroms is first used to determine whether two atoms can possibly be in contact

or not. And then, a filter removes contacts having a third atom blocking in between, who casts

a shadow on one of the two atoms 2.1. All native contacts are defined by the native structure
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before the simulations start. They can get lost in the simulation when their distance goes beyond

their native distance times 1.2. By definition, the native state of a dimer will have the largest

contact numbers, since once the structure deviates from the native structure, some of the native

contacts will be lost and no new "native" contacts can be formed. That’s the reason we use the

number/percentage of native contacts formed to serve as the reaction coordinate of folding and

binding.

The previous paragraph defines the atomic level contact between two atoms, the number of

atomic native contacts can be huge, ranging from few hundreds to well over one thousand. As the

developer of the model did, we reduced atomic level contacts to residue level contacts. As long as

two residue has one pair of atoms in native contact, we say that two residues are in contact. By

doing so, we get the residue level contact numbers, ranging from a few dozen to three hundreds.

Then we rescale the residual level contact numbers by one or two, to make them stay below 150

for 2D histogram for free energy calculation. For 3D free energy calculations, we need to scale

down the contact numbers further to make the number of bins in each dimension (Qi, Qa and Qb)

smaller than 50. For example, lambda Cro repressor has 532 atomic-level contacts in monomer A,

513 atomic-level contacts in monomer B; and 174 on interface between A and B. They add up to

over one thousand contacts, which is way too many to visualize. So, we degenerate atomic-level

contacts in to residue-level contacts. Any two residues that have at least one atomic contacts are

regarded as being in contact. This results in 140 contacts in monomer A, 140 in monomer B, and

57 in between. In 2D free energy calculations, we use these as the maxima of Qa, Qb and Qi. In

3D free energy calculations, we further reduce them into 46, 46 and 28.

Figure 2.1: Shadow map method of defining native contacts

2.2.3 Entropy S calculation

After we got the density of state (DOS) from WHAM, entropy is defined as S(E) = ln[n(E)]
(Boltzmann’s formula), where n(E) is the number of states with energy E, i.e. the scaled density

of state. S(E) describes how many available states are there with energy E, and thus measures the

area of the cross-section of the funnel at energy level E.

In order to estimate the entropy of the non-native ensemble Snon, we set a cutoff criteria of

the chosen reaction coordinates to separate native state configurations (folded and bound) from

non-native states configurations (unfolded and/or unbound). Then a second WHAM procedure is

performed on those non-native state configurations, which gives us the density of states for the non-

native ensemble. The entropy of the non-native ensemble is therefore defined as Snon = ln{Σn(E)},

where Σn(E) is the sum of number of states over the non-native ensemble.
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2.2.4 Topography ration Λ calculation

With ∆E and Snon derived, Λ is calculated in the formula Λ = δE/(∆E
√

2S). A illustration

about how λ , Tf and Tg are calculated is given in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: An example of how Tf and Tg are calculated. ’+’ signs indicate DOS of unfolded state

at each energy level, and the red line is a 6 order polynomial fit of these data; Green line is the

tangent line of the red curve which goes through native state (red ’o’ on x-axis, labeled En), whose

slope gives 1/Tf; Yellow line is a tangent line which intersect with x-axis at the lower boundary of

non-native ensemble, whose slope gives 1/Tg; Red ’*’ indicates the average energy of non-native

ensemble, with gap δE = Enon_ave −En.

2.2.5 Energetic roughness calculation

The energetic roughness ∆E is determined from the relation Tg =
√

∆E2/2Snon, where the Tg

is the glassy-like trapping temperature (glass transition temperature) [30]. Tg is the temperature at

which the entropy of the non-native states vanishes, and below which the system becomes trapped

or frozen. According to the the thermodynamic Maxwell relationship ∂S/∂E = 1/T , if we plot

the entropy of non-native state curve as a function of E (S(E) = ln[n(E)]) , the inverse of the slope

of the tangent line, at the intersection of the entropy cure and x-axis (where S=0), will give us the

value of Tg. This process is illustrated by figure 2.2.

2.2.6 Folding temperature Tf calculation

The folding temperature Tf (Here, Tf refers to the transition temperature between native state

ensemble and non-native state ensemble in general, including both folding and binding transitions.)
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can be calculated in two ways. First, Tf is corresponding to the peak of heat capacity curve as a

function of temperature. This is because the protein folding/unfolding or binding/unbinding event

comes with a huge fluctuation of energy, and therefore gives a large heat capacity there. A second

way utilizes the concept that the entropies of native and non-native states are equal at Tf, and

thus 1/Tf is the slope of the tangent line of the non-native entropy curve, the same one mentioned

in previous paragraph, which goes through the native ensemble (it is simply taken as the native

PDB structure, which is a single point in my work, see Fig. 2.2). The second approach gives a

Tf value depending on the chosen cutoff criteria which separates native configurations from non-

native configurations. This criteria can be quite arbitrary as long as it meets the common sense

in defining native state; say “within 2 angstrom RMSD from PDB structure” for example. But

this cutoff makes much more sense if it gives a Tf value which matches the Tf derived from heat

capacity curve in the first method. So, this gives us a rule of thumb in choosing the proper cutoff

criteria value, by calibrating the two Tfs, which turns out to be tediously labor demanding when

being carried out.

2.2.7 Thermodynamic stability

If we take folding transition temperature Tf as a reflection of the strength of native interactions

in native state and glass transition temperature Tg as the strength of non-native interactions in other

states, The thermodynamic stability of protein folding against trapping is characterized by the ratio

of Tf over Tg [33]. And simulation studies has demonstrated that sequences with higher Tf/Tg ratio

tend to fold faster [58, 59]. As we will show later, the Tf/Tg is positively correlated with Λ.

2.2.8 Kinetic folding speed

Constant temperature folding simulations are performed to get folding-binding speed for each

dimer. For each dimer, we hope to fold 252 trajectories starting with different configurations

and velocities. The initial unfolded and unbound structures are generated from high temperature

trajectories in REMD. The temperature we surveyed for folding speed is Tχ [60], at which 80%

of the population is in native state. We also performed a much thorough folding speed scanning

process for these dimer. Folding of 256 random initial structures are attempted at a temperature

range from 10 to 110 with a increasing interval of 10. Five of the smaller dimers give enough

folding events, and their results are discussed in section 7.

2.3 Potential function

In this all-atom structure-based model, each non-hydrogen atom is represented by a single

point of unit mass. Harmonic potential is used to maintain the bond lengths, bond angles, regular

dihedral angles and improper dihedral angles at their equilibrium values found in the native PDB

structure. Non-bonded native contacts are determined by shadow map method [57], and is repre-

sented in the form of Lennard-Jones potential. And all non-native contacts are repulsive. Details

of the potential function and parameters are carefully discussed in developers’ publications [41].

The potential function is of the form:

V = ∑
bonds

εr(r− r0)
2 + ∑

angles

εθ (θ −θ0)
2 + ∑

improper

εχ(χ −χ0)
2
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+ ∑
backbone

εBBFD(φ)+ ∑
sidechain

εscFSC(φ)

+ ∑
contact

εC[(
σi j

r
)12 −2(

σi j

r
)6]+ ∑

non−contact

εNC(
σNC

r
)12

where

FD(φ) = [1− cos(φ −φ0)]+
1

2
[1− cos(3(φ −φ0))]

with coefficients εr = 100, εθ = 100, εχ = 10, εNC = 0.01 and equilibrium values ro,θo,χo,φo,σi j

taken from native structure; and repulsive σNC = 2.5
o

A. Setting of εBB and εsc need to take into ac-

count the numbers backbone dihedral, side chain dihedral and total native contacts. Please see the

original publication for reference [41].

2.4 Characterization and visualization

2.4.1 3D free energy landscapes

To better reveal the mechanism of coupled binding-folding, 3 dimensional free energy land-

scapes are constructed from replica exchange molecular dynamics simulation. (e.g. Fig. 5.10).. In

each 3D figure, the x-axis is the number of native contacts formed within monomer A, the y-axis

is the number of native contacts formed in monomer B, and the z-axis is the number of native

contacts formed on the interface between monomer A and B. Along the z direction (binding co-

ordinate, Qi), several representative cross-section layers are chosen, and, on each layer (i.e. an

xy-plane with fixed z value), 2D free energy contours (describing monomers folding) are plotted.

The red line is the minimal free energy path, connecting small red balls, which denote the minimal

free energy points on those contour slices. (A straight diagonal red line in the space shall indicate

perfect coupling between binding and folding. i.e. the red path in Figure 5.1). Note here, we

restricted the red dots to the region where Qa>=Qb, which is on the right side of the diagonal if we

follow the diagonal from bottom to top. In this way, we avoid non-informative fluctuations around

the cubic diagonal, which is due to the trivial free energy difference between imaging spots about

the diagonal. So, in all the 3D landscapes, red minimal free energy path is always to the right of the

diagonal; and, in the structural analysis, monomer A always have no less contacts than monomer

B.

2.4.2 Contacts formation maps along minimal free energy paths.

For each free energy minimum of an xy-plane with an integer z value (Qi), we collected struc-

tures around it from REMD simulation trajectories, and then constructed the contacts formation

probability map, showing how likely each residue-pair contact is formed around that minimum

spot. Though we have more detailed information about atom-pair contacts available, we have to

degenerate it into residue-level contacts in order to reduce the number of contacts to a degree that

is plot-able on a moderate sized map. The reduction is from 1000+ atomic contacts to less then

few hundreds residue level contacts, varying case by case according to the size and topology of a

dimer.
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2.4.3 Contacts formation evolutionary map

To spot the potentially key residues/contacts that influence binding/folding processes, and to

get a temporal understanding of the functions they take, we built the evolution map of contact

formation (an indicator of nativeness of a residue’s surroundings) along folding/binding process

Fig 2.3. To read the map, we notice that the x-axis is the number of native contacts formed, from

0 to the maximal number of native contacts in PDB structure, representing the binding/folding

process; and the y-axis is the residue number index. We often see a white stripe in the middle,

showing the terminal residues of a monomer may not have any native contact. The color of each

point in the map indicates the percent of native contacts formed for certain residues (read from

y) at certain stage of the overall transition (read from x). Red means all contacts of that residue

is completely formed; dark blue means none of them formed and white indicate missing sample

points (non-exist). We can see clearly from most of the maps that there are outstanding strips/bands

of bright colors (yellow to red) spanning over most part of x-axis, showing the corresponding

residues form contacts early and sustain native-like contacts/shape most of the time. For more

informative presentation, we placed colored bars between maps, with dark red indicating regions

in which residues only form contacts within the same subunit (not involved in the interface), yellow

color for residues form contacts with both subunits (on the interface), and blue for residues only

form contacts with the other subunit (only covalently bonded to its subunits, very rare).

Figure 2.3: Contact evolution of 1arr

We build four different evolution maps to describe four transitions, the whole dimer, the in-

terface, subunit A and subunit B, respectively. Basically, the contact evolution maps shows the

conditional probability of each residue forming its native contacts at given native-likeness of the

overall structure (In the four maps, the overall structure means the whole dimer, the interface,

subunit A and subunit B respectively.)

To infer dynamic information from these evolution maps, we can use the location bar between

maps to identify sequence locations (interface, monomer core, or both). Then we could read out

a temporal order of the formation of different parts from the location and intensity of the high

probability bands/strips or plateaus.

2.4.4 Phi value calculations.

Phi-value analysis in protein folding experiments is used to characterize the transition state

structure. Through the comparison of the change of free energy difference between native state
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and non-native state, and between transition state and non-native state, due to residue substitution

(mutation), the phi value of a residue reveals how likely that residue obtains its native interactions

at folding transition state. In simulation studies, the same purpose can be realized without actually

implementing residue mutations. The commonly adapted method to calculate phi values from MD

simulation is formulated as the ratio of the probability differences between transition state (TS)

and unfolded state (U), over the probability difference between folded (N) state and unfolded state

(U).

Φ =
PTS −PU

PN −PU

In this sense, having a phi value close to 1 means that native contacts of that residue is well-

formed (exist) in transition state; while having a phi value close to 0 indicates that its native contacts

barely exist in transition state. In our all-atom structure-based model, each atom (residue) can have

multiple native contacts with other atoms, the phi value of a residue is the average of the phi-values

of its contacts. In the calculating process, improper phi values, which are not within the range of 0

~ 1, are filtered out. These improper phi-values appear because of large fluctuations of the rarely

sampled contacts in transition state. To further reduce the error from statistical fluctuation, another

filter is added to achieve stable phi values. We require that, for any contact pair to be reckoned

reliable, its presence in folded state is higher than 40%, in transition state is higher than 20%, and

in unfolded state is less than 30%. Contact pairs that do not pass these filters are not included in our

contact phi-value map. During this process, we notice that the filtering criteria that unfolded state

presence should be less than 30% is a very critical requirement, which filters out most noises (low

counts in sampling). The rationalization for the 2nd filter is that, we want to focus our attention

on the contact pairs that are involved in the transition process, which means they have to be not

well-structured before the transition and better structured after the transition; at the same time have

to be sampled reasonably well in transition state (>20%).
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3 Characteristic funneled binding-folding landscapes

3.1 One dimensional intrinsic landscapes

The funneled protein folding landscape theory illustrates that the conformational entropy

and intrinsic potential energy decrease as a protein approaches its native state. Recently, our

group and other researchers have extended the funneled landscape theory to protein association

[61, 62, 63, 39, 25, 17, 21, 49, 50, 44, 24, 16, 18] and demonstrated the interplay between under-

lying intrinsic binding landscape and folding landscapes [24]. One of the results and expectations

is that less funneled binding energy landscapes is more likely to lead to non-cooperative (non-

coupled) binding-folding. Here, we plotted the decreasing of entropy (i.e. density of state, Figure

3.3) and temperature independent intrinsic potential energy landscape (Figure 3.4) for monomer

folding and dimer binding respectively (left half and right half). These decreasing slopes can be

perceived as degenerated one dimensional landscapes, following the reaction coordinate of na-

tive contact formation, in monomer A and B, or on the interface between them. We place these

slops in a funnel like pattern with folding on the left hand side and binding on the right hand

side, creating the incarnation of funnel analog and facilitating easier comparison. We observed

a clear tendency, in agreement with other’s results and expectations, that 3 state dimers (decou-

pled binding-folding) have less funneled and more rugged binding landscape, and 2 state dimers

(coupled binding-folding) have less funneled and more rugged folding landscape.

We classify dimers into two groups: coupled binding-folding dimers and decoupled binding-

folding dimers. This classification is based on how closely one’s minimal free energy path, at

transition temperature, follows the diagonal of the free energy cube (Fig. 1), which representing

the perfect coupling between binding and folding. Four dimers have minimal path tracing the

diagonal rather well, and thus are categorized into coupled binding-folding dimers; their PDB IDs

are 1arr, 1f36, 1cta and 2oz9 (Figure 3.1). Another four fall into decoupled category; they are 2gvb,

1lmb, 3ssi and 1cop (Figure 3.2). Another dimer (1flb) is an extreme case of decoupled dimer. It

even has two clearly separated transition temperatures for folding and binding respectively.
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Figure 3.1: Free energy profiles of dimers with coupled binding-folding mechanisms. TTT label

names to each figure.
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Figure 3.2: Free energy profiles of dimers with decoupled binding-folding mechanisms.

For both groups of dimers, their characteristic patterns are distinctively clear. As the most

extreme case of decoupled binding-folding dimers, 1flb (purple solid line in Fig. 3.3 and 3.4) has

a folding temperature (111) that is much higher than its binding temperature (103). We can see

that its binding slope is overall much lower and flatter than its folding slop, especially after a big

steep plunge at Qi~=0.2 (which may correspond to the initial encounter of two subunits.); For 1cop

(green solid line in Fig. 3.3 and 3.4), another 3-state decoupled dimer, we don’t observe altitude

or gradient difference between binding slope and folding slope, but it is clear that binding slope on
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the right is much more rugged than folding slope on the left, indicating bigger bumps and traps on

the binding funnel; For 1gvb (cyan solid line) and 1lmb (black dash line), another two decoupled

dimers, the binding slope is not only significantly shallower and flatter, but also more rugged

than its folding counterpart. Conversely, well characterized 2-state dimers with coupled binding-

folding, like 1f36, 1cta, 2oz9 and 1arr, the binding slope and folding slope are more comparable

in shape and smoothness (Fig. 3.3 and 3.4). We notice that, 1arr (red solid line), whose monomer

folding follows a phase of significant initial binding between its beta strands, has a rougher surface

on its folding slope, with two clear bumpy spikes.

Moreover, if we compare the folding slope of coupled dimers with those of decoupled dimers,

it is clear that coupled binding-folding dimers (1f36, 1cta, 2oz9 and 1arr) also have a less funneled

slopes with rougher surfaces for monomer folding than decoupled dimers (1cop, 1flb, 1gvb, 1lmb

and 3ssi). This is especially obvious on the intrinsic energy landscape (Fig. 3.4). This agrees with

the behavior of IDPs, which have a more rugged folding landscape, and only fold upon binding

to proper partner [24]. Conversely, the binding slope of coupled binding-folding dimers are much

more funneled and smoother than those of decoupled dimers.

On the funneled landscape of intrinsic potential energy (Figure 3.4), the red dot at the center

of x-axis represents the potential energy of the native states of all dimers (after shifting). If we

imagine that the red dot is the bottom of a golf hole, then the two slopes flanking it would be the

terrain of the golf field around that hole. We can perceive that a golf ball on the decoupled binding-

folding terrain will have a much harder time in reaching the golf hole from the binding side. While

on the other hand, a coupled binding-folding dimer enjoys an overall smoother binding-folding

funnel, which represents less fluctuation and more robustness. There are three possible evolution-

ary reasons/benefits of this coupled binding-folding approach in IDPs. First, if homodimer binding

can be similar to, or nearly as easy and fast as monomer folding, half of genome coding can be

saved, and at the same time the chance of errors from mutations is reduced. Second, binding speed

is increase by fly-casting mechanism and high specificity is achieved without high affinity. Third,

dimerization make 1st order kinetics into 2nd order kinetics, which may compose another layer of

activity regulation base on the concentration.
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Figure 3.3: Entropy (density of state) decrease as folding or binding proceeds. The first figure

has all ten dimers studied here included; the 2nd figure contains only 4 coupled binding-folding

dimers; the third has only 5 decoupled dimers. We can observe that (1) binding landscapes and

folding landscapes are more comparable in shape and smoothness for coupled dimers; (2) binding

slopes is shallower, flatter, less funneled and more rugged than folding slopes in decoupled dimers;

(3) decoupled dimers have more funneled and smooth folding landscapes than coupled dimers.
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Figure 3.4: Intrinsic potential energy (dihedral + contacts) decrease as folding or binding proceeds.

Similar observations as in figure 3.3.
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3.2 Quantify the intrinsic landscape parameters

Several quantitative measures about the intrinsic funneled landscapes of dimers are calculated

and listed below (table 1). We notice many of them are positively correlated with the size of the

protein, including energy gap, roughness, ratio of gap to roughness, non-native state entropy, as ex-

pected. But only landscape topographic ratio lambda is positively correlated with thermodynamic

stability as measured by Tf/Tg (section6.3).

Notice that the roughness calculated here is about the overall roughness of the non-native state

of a dimer, including roughness from both folding and binding. Since the intrinsic landscapes dis-

played in previous part (Fig. 3.4) reveals clear differences between binding energetic roughness

and folding energetic roughness, a rational next step in the future will be to calculate the ener-

getic roughness for binding and folding respectively, which has been performed with residue-level

structure based model [24].

3.3 Two dimensional density of states landscape Ω(Qi,Qa+b)

Two dimensional density of states as a function of binding (Qi) and folding (Qa+Qb) are

constructed similarly for 2-state dimers (Fig. 3.5) and 3-state dimers (Fig. 3.6). It’s hard to

estimate the roughness or steepness of these landscapes directly by eye, but one trend is very clear

between these two groups. 3-state dimers have broader surfaces than 2-state dimers. This may

indicates more independence between binding and folding in 3-state dimers. While 2-state dimers

have narrower stripe-like surfaces, suggesting strong binding-folding coupling.
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Table 1: Values of intrinsic landscape parameters. Name used here is the PDB ID of a dimer; Tf_Cv is transition temperature read

from heat capacity curve; Tf_tangent is transition temperature read from the density of state curve; Tg is glass trapping temperature;

lambda is landscape topographic ratio; roughness is for the overall energetic roughness of the non-native ensemble; size is dimer size in

number of amino acids; Gap is the energy gap between native state and non-native ensemble average; S_non is the entropy of non-native

state, measured by ln(DOS); dE/DE is the ratio of energy gap to energy roughness; #atom is the number of atoms in a dimer; EN is the

potential energy of native state. The units of temperature and roughness are in reduced units; the unit of energy is kcal; entropy and

lambda have no units.
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1cta (left) and 1arr (right)

1f36 (left) and 2oz9 (right)

Figure 3.5: 2D density of state for two state dimers. Narrower ribbon, compared with three state

dimers, indicates the strong coupling between binding and folding.
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1cop (left) and 1gvb (right)

1lmb (left) and 3ssi (right)

1flb

Figure 3.6: 2D density of state for three state dimers. Broader spectrum/surface, especially in the

Qa direction, suggest the higher independence between binding and folding.
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4 Neither two-state nor three-state: Dimerization of Lambda

Cro repressor

Lambda Cro repressor is one of the best studied dimeric transcription factors. But there is

still an unsettled debate for decades about whether it is a 2 state dimer or 3 state dimer. We pro-

vide a new mechanism model that can reconcile these seemingly conflicting (mutually exclusive)

experiment results. From simulations with all-atom structure-based model, we observe that the

dimerization process of Lambda Cro repressor starts from one folded monomer with one unfolded

monomer. Intra-subunit folding and inter-subunit binding are half-coupled, in a fly-casting manner.

Cro protein is a transcription repressor in bacteriophage Lambda. It is needed for lambda

phage to enter lytic cycle, and competes with another repressor cI in determining the fate of host

bacteria [64, 65]. It has been shown by X-ray crystallography and NMR experiments that Cro binds

to DNA operators as a homodimer, which has a dimerizing interface between the third beta strands

on the C terminal parts of two monomers [66, 67, 68, 69]. But its dimerization mechanism is not

clear yet, despite the progress made. In thermal denaturation studies [70, 71, 72] and guanidine hy-

drochloride (GdnHCL) denaturation study [73], Cro dimer follows a one stage transition between

only two significantly populated states, folded dimers (D) and unfolded monomers (2U). However

later evidence from urea induced denaturation suggests the N-terminal part of a Cro monomer

is partially structured [74]. And linear extrapolation of GdnHCL denaturation results with a 2-

states dissociation model predicts a nanomolar dissociation constant at zero denaturant concentra-

tion, which is inconsistent with (unrealistically smaller than) the micromolar dissociation constant

measured by DNA binding hydrodynamic experiments [75, 73]. These conflicts may result from

different monitoring methods and/or nonidentical experimental conditions, but at the same time

suggest the complexity involved in Cro dimerization [76, 75, 74, 77, 78, 71]. The conventional

classification of 2 state dimer or 3 state dimer may not be sufficient to describe/characterize the

real dimerization process of Cro repressor.

Protein homodimers are widely involved in many fundamental cellular functions, including

enzyme activation, gene expression, and signal transduction. The current two most used mod-

els in experimental research to characterize dimerization mechanisms are 2-states model (also

known as obligatory dimer) and 3-states model (non-obligatory dimer) [3]. 2-states model in-

volves only one transition between one native structured dimer and two unbound unstructured

monomers (D ⇋ 2U ); 3-states model includes two transitions with an additional monomeric or

dimeric intermediate state (D ⇋ 2F ⇋ 2U or D ⇋ I2 ⇋ 2U ; F is folded monomer, I2 is dimeric

intermediate). In more recent computational simulation studies, thanks to the much finner spacial

and temporal resolution in simulation, new terms like cooperative/coupled binding-folding, non-

cooperative/decoupled binding-folding, binding-prior-folding, or folding-prior-binding are used to

characterize dimerization process [24], emphasizing more on the kinetic part. These existing terms

are more or less conceptually overlapping with each other, and in many cases, equivalency and

implications are made among them in discussing dimerization mechanisms. For example, it is

intuitive to assume non-obligatory dimers (3 state dimers) have a decoupled binding-fording pro-

cess, with an intermediate state of folded yet unbound monomers. But in this work, as you will

see later, this implication does not hold for Cro dimer. In our simulation, the folded yet unbound

monomers are actually off-path intermediate states for dimerization process. Cro monomer folding

can be decoupled from binding; but binding has to to be coupled with the folding of one of the two
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monomers in a dimer.

Our molecular dynamics simulations are based on a newly developed all-atom structure-based

model [41, 51, 79]. This model only encodes native contacts found in PDB structure, as tra-

dition course-grained structure-based model does. But this model defines native interaction at

atomic level, with every heavy atom included. Companied by shadow-map contacts identification

method [79], which is specially designed to capture protein folding dynamics, this atomic-level

structure-based model has been demonstrated to be able to reproduce the protein folding results

achieved from course-grained model and empirical force-field MD simulations [41, 51, 79]. We

will also demonstrate that this model captures hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic packing better

than course-grained model. Replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) sampling is applied,

with 84 replicas covering a wide temperature range from 20 degree to 280 degree. (Temperature

is measured in reduced units. The transition temperature for Cro dimer is 113.2 degree at reduced

units). Each replica trajectory is 58 nanoseconds long and gives 116,000 configurations (every 0.5

picoseconds). Exchange rate is maintained at least 20% between any two neighboring replicas.

10 replicas around transition temperature is closely arranged within 2 degrees, in order to have

exchange rate as high as 60%, and to guarantee sufficient sampling of the transition process. Flat-

bottom well potential is used to constrain the center of mass of two monomers within 55 angstroms

from each other. Free energy profiles are built directly from certain temperature replicas as the log

of reverse probability.

4.1 Free energy profiles with four states

Free energy profiles from 1 dimension to 3 dimensions are constructed (Fig 1 to 3). Together,

they review the dimerization mechanism of lambda Cro repressor. At transition temperature, where

dimer dissociation and monomer unfolding happen concurrently [80, 70], there are 4 significantly

populated states: one structured dimer (D), two unfolded and unbound monomers (2U), two folded

but unbound monomers (2F), and two unbound monomers with one folded and one unfolded (FU).

These 4 states are observed universally in simulations of 3 state dimers [22, 23, 21]. Because the

FU state is often ignored in discussion of dimerization mechanisms, people refer to this scenario

as 3 state dimerization, even thought the forth state (FU) clearly exists given the coexistence of 2F

and 2U states.

Reaction coordinate chosen to measure structural evolution is the number of formed native

contacts (Qi is inter-subunit contacts between two subunits; Qa is intra-subunit contacts within

monomer A; Qb is intra-subunit contacts within monomer B). There are 532 atomic-level contacts

in monomer A, 513 atomic-level contacts in monomer B; and 174 on interface between A and B.

They add up to over one thousand contacts, which is way too many to visualize. So, we degenerate

atomic-level contacts in to residue-level contacts as the developers of all-atom model did. Any

two residues that have at least one atomic contacts are regarded as being in contact. This results in

140 contacts in monomer A, 140 in monomer B, and 57 in between. You may have noticed that

the number of native atomic-level contacts in monomer A is slightly higher than that in monomer

B, because the native structure from NMR experiment is not completely symmetric [69]. And

since the Hamiltonian of structure-based model relies on the input native structure, this asymmetry

may contribute to the slight asymmetry between monomer A and monomer B in the following free

energy profiles.

In one dimensional free energy profile, the only reaction coordinate is the total number of
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Figure 4.1: 1D free energy

formed native contacts (Qa+Qb+Qi). Because the number of inter-subunit contacts is small com-

pared with the intra-subunit contacts, the 2F state has a well merged with D state (Fig. 4.1 upper).

Multiplying Qi by 2 will push the D well further, so that 2F well is better revealed (Fig. 4.1 lower).

Because the transition temperature is identified as the peak of heat capacity curve and more than

two states exist here, there is no guarantee that these four wells will be of the same depth. Here,

the states of FU and D are mostly predominant, have about the same free energy values. Noticing

that the barrier height between FU state and D state are not independent of the choice of reaction

coordinate (~2kT in the upper line and ~3kT in the lower line), we suggest that 1 dimensional free

energy profile should not be used to estimate transition barrier heights.

In two dimensional free energy profile (Fig. 4.2), we use one dimension to capture folding (x-

axis: Qa/2+Qb/2) and the other dimension to describe binding (y-axis: Qi). Because the unbound

states have 0 inter-subunit contacts, 2F, 2U and FU are all located at the boundary of the figure (on

the surface of Qi=0, which gives the blue ribbon). We can see that the barrier between monomer

folding is about 1~2kT, while the barrier height between state D and state FU is much higher

(6~7kT). More surprisingly, on this landscape, the lowest saddle point to reach the native dimer

state (D) is from the state of one folded monomer and one unfolded monomer (FU). The barrier

between 2F state and D state is higher than that. We do observe a dimerization tendency from

the folded monomers (2F state), as demonstrated by the small indent on the edge of the 2F well,

which indicates the formation of a few inter-subunit contacts. But this indent doesn’t reach the

dimer well. This interesting feature suggests there may be steric clashes between two monomers

when they try to bind each other in folded conformation. One possible source of this clash can

come from PHE58 located on the extend third beta strand. Experimental studies suggest that

this interface residue PHE58 in Cro dimer, may fold back to the same monomer and stabilize the

monomer core [73, 74].

In three dimensional free energy landscape (Fig. 4.3), the transitions among these four states

become even more clear. Cro repressor demonstrates a very special coupled binding-folding path-

way. Although it is a classical 3-state dimer, or often equivalently called non-obligatory dimer, its

binding is not about two folded monomers coming together as intuition may tell us. Instead, in both

our thermodynamic and kinetic simulations, the binding transition process avoids (does not start
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Figure 4.2: 2D free energy

from) two well folded monomers. That is to say, the coexistence of two folded monomers (2F) is an

off-pathway intermediate state for association process. To start binding, one of the monomer need

to be completely unfolded while the other relatively well folded. As demonstrated in the structural

evolution below, the relatively well folded monomer (called A) has an one-side exposed hydropho-

bic core, which serves as the target of the extended “sticky” fly-casting arm (containing residue

PHE58) from its unfolded partner (called B), that completes the partially formed hydrophobic core

of A. When this happens (when the second unfolded monomer is casted onto the first folded one,

and on its way to complete its partner’s core as well as the interface), the competition from the first

monomer (A) makes the second one (B) to sacrifice some of its intra-contacts temporarily for the

formation of the binding interface. After that, with the interface formed and “sticky” arms from

the first monomer (A) right around, the second monomer (B) readily gets folded.

4.2 Structural evolution in dimerization

We will demonstrate the structural evolution in 5 stages described below. Each stage is labeled

in 3D free energy landscape (Fig. 4.3). The red line connecting red dots is the minimal free

energy path (saddle line). We can see the transition barrier for the individual monomer folding is

relatively low (between stage 0 and stage 1, height 1~2 kT). While the coupled folding-binding

transition from stage 1 to stage 4 has a higher barrier of ~5kT, and thus is the speed limit step

in Cro dimerization. For each stage, a representative structure frame is picked, and the average

contact formation probability map is built. The color of the dot encodes the probability that there

is a native contact formed between two residues. Key residues which give high probability spots

on the map are displayed in the structure, and colored according to there chemical property (while-

hydrophobic, green-polar, blue-basic, and red-acidic). Secondary structure are labeled as well (H

for alpha helix, B for beta strand).
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Figure 4.3: 3D landscape of 1cop

Stage (-1), Fig. 4.4. The off pathway intermediate state of two folded monomers. We say this

is an off pathway intermediate state because the free energy barrier from this state to the native

dimer state is much higher than the barrier from the state of one folded monomer and one unfolded

monomer. This off-pathway intermediate state is actually corresponding to a trap on the funneled

landscape of dimerization.
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Figure 4.4: Stage (-1). Off-pathway thermodynamic trap, with two folded monomers. Monomer

A is colored orange; and monomer B is colored lime. The contact map gives well developed

intra-contacts quadrants (bottom left for A, and top right for B), but blank inter-contact quadrants.

Stage (0), Fig. 4.5. Before folding-binding transition starts, neighboring residues meet

and form temporary contacts. Among these temporary contacts, residue ASN45, SER49, ILE44

VAL50, THR43, TYR51, LYS8, MET12, PHE14 and LYS18 are relatively more actively involved,

indicated by the warm colored spots they have on the heat map, and illustrated in the snapshot be-

side the map. These regions involve the turn between β2 and β3, the middle part of α1 and

interface between α1 and α2.
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Figure 4.5: Stage (0). Temporary local contacts. Key residues are displayed in Licorice form.

Stage 1, Fig. 4.6. One monomer (A) gets folded with all major components formed (all three

helices and all three beta strands), while the other monomer is still largely unstructured. In the

folded monomer, very stable (strong, with dark red spots on the contact map) contacts are made

among residue LEU7, TYR10, THR19, ILE30, ILE40, PHE41, LEU42,THR43, ILE44, VAL50,

and TYR51 (all these residues are shown in the figure in Licorice drawing form, but not all labeled).

Most of these stabilizing interactions are hydrophobic packing of the core.

Figure 4.6: Stage (1). One monomer has to get unfolded to start binding.
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Stage 2, Fig. 4.7. Inter-subunit contacts begin to form between beta strand 3 of the C terminus.

Among these contacts, as can be seen from the map, PHE58 (of monomer B) interacts with several

residues (LEU23, ALA29, ILE40, TYR51, ALA52 and GLU53) at various locations on one side

of the other monomer (A), demonstrating its important participation in the hydrophobic core of

monomer (A) and the binding interface. Its side-chain interactions with LEU23, ALA29, ILE40,

and ALA52 complete the hydrophobic core in monomer A; and its backbone interactions with

TYR51, ALA52 and GLU53 contribute to the binding interface between two beta stand 3 from

two C terminus. The second monomer (B) also forms some temporary intra-contacts within itself,

which get sacrificed soon when more of the binding interface develops. These temporary intra-

contacts exist between alpha helix 1 and 2 (residues LEU7, LYS8, ALA11, MET12 and GLN16),

and between beta strand 2 and 3 (residues ASN45, SER49, ILE44, VAL50, THR43, and TYR51).
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Figure 4.7: Stage (2). Fly-casting of the second monomer. PHE58 from Chain B attacks the

incomplete hydrophobic core of Chain A.

The important role of PHE58 is more about initiating binding process rather than contributing

to the folding of the hydrophobic monomer core, since it is located on the surface layer of the

monomer core, as a patch to cover an exposed hydrophobic region on monomer A. Also, we

find instances with two folded but unbound monomers, suggesting PHE58 from its partner is not

essential for one monomer to fold itself, and thus thermodynamically 1cop is a non-obligatory

dimer (3 state dimer). However, from minimal free energy path, and our constant temperature

kinetic simulations, single folded monomer binds to its unfolded partner at C terminus is widely

observed. Based on these two observations, we hypothesize that the one unfolded monomer is

required when binding occurs in 1cop. That is to say, although independent folded monomers

generally exist, they do not necessarily bind with each other in folded form, due to the harsh

requirement of precise docking of well structured interface and smaller partner searching diameter.

However, if one of the monomer gives up folded structure and becomes extended coil, fly casting
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can readily occur, with its PHE58 as a “sticky” arm targeting at the partially exposed hydrophobic

core of the other already folded monomer.

This hypothesis questions the conventional suggestion/assumption that a three-states dimer

possesses a prerequisite intermediate state of folded monomers in its dimerization process. Being

three states dimer only tells us that there is a third local minimum well (2F or I2), other than

the unstructured monomers (2U) or structured dimer (D), on the free energy landscape, but does

not and should not infer that two folded monomers are required for binding to occur. Here, in

our REMD and constant temperature kinetic simulations of Cro repressor, the combination of one

folded monomer with another unfolded monomer is clearly preferred when binding occurs.

Stage (3), Fig. 4.8. The binding interface comes into being. We can see a rather native like

binding interface, composed by the two anti-parallel beta strand 3 (residues: TYR51, GLU53,

GLU54, LYS56 and PHE58 in monomer A; and GLU53, GLU54, LYS56, PRO57 and PHE58 in

monomer B).The intra-contacts of monomer B get sacrificed when they compete with the formation

of binding interface, i.e. the intra-contacts between beta strand 3 and strand 2 (of monomer B) get

lost when beta strand 3 from the other monomer (A) competes for the same beta strand 3 from the

other side. The closing-up of PHE58 from the folded monomer A may also disturb the temporary

contacts in partially folded monomer B.
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Figure 4.8: Stage (3). Binding interface formed.

Stage (4), Fig. 4.9. Second monomer folds and binding interface gets fully developed. We also

get the phi-value map of contact pairs for this transition (binding coupled with second monomer

folding, Fig. 4.11 lower), from which we identified the key residues with high phi-values: LEU7,

ILE40, PHE41, LEU42, THR43, ILE44, GLU53 and GLU54 of monomer B; and GLU54 and

LYS56 for monomer A.
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Figure 4.9: Stage (4). Second monomer folds.

Stage (5), Fig. 4.10. Gradual refinement of binding interface and packing of secondary struc-

tures.
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Figure 4.10: Detail refinement
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4.3 Phi-values for two transitions

Phi-value analysis is applied to characterize the two transition states in Cro repressor dimer-

ization (Fig. 4.11). The phi-value of a residue reveals how likely that residue obtains its native

interactions at transition state [22]. In the first transition from stage 0 to stage 1, the high phi-value

residues stay within the first monomer itself, and primarily locate on its three-strands beta sheet.

Also, several intra-monomer contacts of medium phi-value are observed among the three helices

(the scattered light blue/green spots on the map, with phi-values around 0.5). One representative

pair of them is between residue THR19 in the 2nd helix and ILE30 in the 3rd alpha helix.

The second transition has high phi-value residues primarily located on the binding interface

between beta strand 3 from each monomer (Figure 4.11 bottom). Also, another two relatively

high phi-value spots on the contact phi-value map is between beta strand 1 and 2, and beta strand

2 and 3 within monomer B. Residue THR19 and ILE30 in the 2nd and 3rd alpha helix, which

likely have their native interactions formed in the first monomer folding transition, are not that

significant any more in the second transition. The map region for interactions among helices get

darker (lower formation probability) and sparser (less in number). However, the interface residues

(GLU54, VAL55 and LYS56) keep high phi-values during the second transition, which agrees with

the 3D energy landscape (i.e. we can see that the second transition from stage 1 to stage 4 on the

landscape, involves the development of the binding interface contacts, and thus is very different

from the first pure folding transition from stage 0 to stage 1).
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Figure 4.11: 1cop phi-values. The light red colored square in the second map represents attenuated

contact phi-values among the alpha helices of monomer B in the second transition.
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4.4 Experimental evidences

The hydrophobic core in each subunit is composed by three alpha helix and three anti-parallel

beta strands, one of which is beta strand 3 from the other subunit. Phe58 on the third beta strand

has been identified as essential component for the packing of the hydrophobic core and contributes

significantly to the core’s stability [81, 82, 83, 78, 76]. This is likely the reason that dimer dis-

sociation and monomer denaturation are found at the same time when temperature is increased to

45 oC [80, 70]. Remarkably, this concurrent/syn-chronic behavior is well observed in our simula-

tion. There is only one peak in heat capacity curve of 1cop at transition temperature, but the free

energy landscape shows two distinct transitions (one for monomer folding, and one for coupled

binding-folding of the second monomer).

Multidimensional NMR had shown extensive inter-subunit hydrogen bonds between the C

terminus of beta strand-3 (residues GLU53 to PRO57) [69]. We non-ambiguously found that the

corresponding region gives high contact formation probability as well as high phi-values. (Fig.

4.8 and 4.11). The same feature is also captured along the structural evolution along minimal free

energy pathway, from which we observe the contact between C terminus starts the binding process

(Fig. 4.7). This suggests that all-atom structure based model used here well preserves the hydrogen

bonding interactions among residues, due to its finner grained topology, which is capable of cre-

ating configuration-based inter-atomic contacts, like hydrogen bonds here. This is a fundamental

advantage over residue level course-grained structure-based model. Also, improvement in charac-

tering hydrophobic packing can be expected for the same reason. In our study of another dimer

(unpublished yet), the all-atom structure-based model is even able to distinguish regular spacial

non-bonded contacts from covalent disulfide (-S-S-) bonds.

Given the integrated monomer hydrophobic core, with Phe58 from its partner, and the ex-

tensive inter-subunit hydrogen bond networks between the C terminus (beta strand-3, residues

GLU53 to PRO57), the fly-casting behavior observed for the second monomer become more rea-

sonable. The C terminus from one monomer is essential for the other monomer to fold into a

stable hydrophobic core, and at the same time serves as a sticky arm of fly-casting for dimeriza-

tion. Recent theoretical study shows that the fly-casting is more effective when a protein possesses

a small folding barrier and relative rigid extended part towards its target [84]. A relative rigid

triad of PRO57-PHE58-PRO59 [74] is located in the C terminal of Cro repressor, which meets

the extended rigidity requirement suggested in theoretical study. And the monomer folding barrier

observed here is low (1~2kT), which indicates the folding and unfolding transitions of a monomer

occur fairly often. The prerequisite of both folded and unfolded monomers at the same time, can

also alternatively explain the rather high micromolar dissociation constant and the slowness of Cro

dimerization [76, 75, 73].

In summary, we proposed a new dimerization mechanism based on our simulation on lambda

Cro repressor. For the first time, this mechanism reveals the importance of unfolded monomer

(U) in the dimerization process of a non-obligatory dimer. Cro dimerization is observed as an

half coupled binding-folding transition between folded dimer state (D) and one hybrid state of one

folded monomer and one unfolded monomer (F+U). Two transitions among four state are involved.

The first is a low barrier monomer folding transition U ⇋ F ; the second is a high barrier half

coupled binding-folding transition F +U ⇋ D, which can be well characterized as a fly-casting

approach. Conflicting experimental results about whether Cro repressor is 2 state dimer or 3 state

dimer is reconciled in this way.
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This new possibility questions the clarity of current terms in describing dimerization mech-

anisms. 3 state dimer actually often have 4 populated states (D, 2F, 2U, FU), with the last one

of them commonly ignored. When a 3-state dimer (often equivalent to non-obligatory dimer)

possesses a dimeric intermediate state (I2) instead of a folded monomeric state (2F), it stops be-

ing a non-obligatory dimer, because being "non-obligatory" requires the existence of structured

but unbound monomers (2F). Moreover, base on these thermodynamic terms (3-states or 2-states,

obligatory or non-obligatory), assumptions of kinetic process should not be made. Being 3-state

dimer does not necessarily suggest decoupled binding-folding; Being 2-state dimer does not sug-

gest coupled binding-folding either. More precision, caution and pondering are needed in de-

scribing dimerization mechanisms as we discover and understand more and more about protein

dimerization in the future.
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5 Diverse mechanisms of coupled binding-folding.

In this work, we applied all-atom structure-based model to study the coupled binding-folding

mechanisms of 10 homodimers of distinct topologies [21]. These ten dimers have been classified

before into two groups, 2 state dimers and 3 state dimers, according to whether populated inter-

mediate states or pre-folded monomers exists or not in the transition between native dimer and

unfolded monomers. In this study, we used a new all-atom structure-based model, which promis-

ingly bridges the atomic structural resolution and long protein dynamics timescale [41, 51, 79].

We are now able to examine more details of the coupling mechanisms between dimer binding

and monomer folding, and analyze their relationship with the underlying topologies. Five distinct

dimerization mechanisms are observed from these 10 dimers, ranging from completely decoupled

folding-then-binding strategy in 1flb, to perfectly coupled binding-folding of 1f36, complicated

by non-uniform mix in 1arr, fly-casting of 1cop and 1lmb, and folding-first 3ssi. The three ideal

coupling mechanisms between binding and folding are illustrated schematically by the thick bright-

colored lines (Figure 5.1), together with our newly observed diverse coupling mechanisms (Figure

5.1, thinner gray lines).

With the finer resolution of all-atom structure-based model, we find that these generally clas-

sified two-state or three-state dimers actually display a much more diverse set of patterns in the

way that folding and binding are coupled. These findings even question the conventional sugges-

tion that being three-states dimers usually requires pre-folded monomers, as intermediate state,

during association [22]. As we will see later, 1cop is a clear three-state dimer, with well-populated

unbound pre-folded monomers existing before binding. Its association process is, however, not

initiated from (does not go through) two folded monomers. On the contrary, one of the monomer

has to be unfolded in order to start binding process. In other words, instead of being on-pathway

intermediate state for association, the two-folded-monomers state is actually an off-pathway inter-

mediate state for the dimerization process. Thus, being a three-state dimer does not necessarily

infer that pre-folded monomers are obligatory/necessary for dimerization.

(Meanwhile, as will be seen in the case of 3ssi, being decoupled binding-folding dimer does

not necessarily infer been 3 state dimer. In our simulation, binding and folding of 3ssi are de-

coupled from each other, but there is no stable/populated intermediate state during its transition.

Based on these results, we suggest making better discrimination/distinction between thermody-

namic and kinetic descriptions about dimerization. Thermodynamically, the number of popu-

lated/stable macro-states observed determines whether a dimer is 2 state dimer, 3 state dimer, or

even higher order multi-states dimer. Kinetically, the correlation in the development of monomer

folding and binding interface decides whether the folding and binding process are coupled or not.

There is no certain equivalence between 2 state dimer and coupled binding-folding. Nor is there

prerequisite for pre-folded monomers in the association of 3 state dimers. Actually, it should be 4

states dimers (i.e. 2U, FU, 2F and D).)
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of three ideal dimerization mechanisms. The axes measures the

development of binding or folding by the number of native contacts formed on the interface (Qi) or

within the two monomers (Qa or Qb). Closely coupled binding-folding (cooperative development

of inter and intra-monomer contacts) are illustrated as the red diagonal line. The green path along

the edges of the cube is folding prior to binding scenario; while the orange path shotting up to the

top is binding prior to folding scenario (though exist in vary rare cases, it do represent at least a

possibility). The thinner gray lines represent the diverse binding-folding pathways revealed in this

study.

Combining the minimal free energy path in the 3D free energy profile and the evolution of

contact-pair formation maps along it, we are able to reveal specific and detailed contacts evolution

in the diverse binding-folding transition processes of dimers. Representative structures are chosen

along the minimal free energy path in order to illustrate the corresponding structural development.

Newly formed contacting residues at each state, especially those of high probabilities, are shown

in Licorice drawing in the structure figures and labeled. (coloring scheme: backbone of monomer

A is colored orange; backbone of monomer B lime/green; key residues are colored according to

their chemical properties: red for the acid, blue for the basic, green for the polar and white for the

non-polar. Some residues in the back are made transparent to increase distance contrast. Some

times, if imaging key residues (the same residue of the two monomers) exist on both monomers,

only one of them is labeled in order to avoid over crowdedness, and often the other one is made

transparent.)
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It’s worth noting that the minimal free energy path is always slightly away from the exact

diagonal, suggesting the lost of entropy for two identical monomers to behave synchronously. This

stray-away is also observed in other simulation results [22]. Also, since the free energy landscape

for our homodimers are mostly symmetric about the diagonal, we restricted the red minimal free

energy line to the right side of the diagonal.

Eventful/distinctive transition stages along the minimal free energy path are labeled from

being random coils (stage 0) to being fully native state (stage 5 or 6). Corresponding residue-level

contact pair maps are made for each labeled stage in the 3D free energy landscapes. Development

of contacts are circled on these maps and matched to the structures beside them. Red colored

arrows are used for contacts formed in that stage; and blue color arrows are used for contacts

that disappear in that stage or that will disappear in the next stage (detailed by case later). Note

that this step-wise description may not be corresponding to the real temporal order of structure

development, but very likely is true if we assume the development of native contacts is gradual

or continuous. (Also, by scrutinizing the many kinetic folding trajectories we collected around

transition temperatures, these step-wise progressions illustrated below are generally followed in

kinetic binding-folding transitions, with certain back and forth kinetic fluctuations.)

5.1 Inversion stimulation factor (1f36)

For inversion stimulation factor (1f36), which is a very entangled/inter-winded dimer with

bundles composed of helices from both monomers, folding and binding are well coupled all the

way from unstructured monomers to well structured dimer (Fig. 5.2). Only native dimer and un-

folded monomers are presented in this ideal two-state transition (D ↔ 2U ). The structural entan-

gling of this dimer is so complete that equal numbers of native contacts are found in one monomer

and on the interface (Qi = Qa = Qb = 169), calculated by shadow map method described in the

method part. Even though, it is still amazing to find out how closely, except for small fluctua-

tions, the minimal free energy path traces the diagonal of the 3D free energy cube, which repre-

sents uniformly coupled binding-folding behavior. The same suggestion has also been made from

urea-induced equilibrium denaturation experiment monitored by circular dichroism and tyrosine

fluorescence [85]. Previous computation work with residue-level course-grained structure-based

model has suggested that a dimer’s topology determines its binding mechanism [21, 22]. Here, the

1f36 serves as another good example.
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Figure 5.2: 3D landscape of 1f36

Stage (0), Fig. 5.3. Before binding starts, helix 3, helix 4 and C terminal (second half) of

helix 2 have a tendency to cluster together (LEU55, GLU59, MET67, ALA77 and LEU92), as can

be seen from the short range non-local contact pairs formed on the map (figure 5.3). Also, high

secondary structure tendency is observed for the hairpin head loop (VAL16, ANS17 and GLN21).

These two regions are not involved in the dimer interface and thus could possibly be formed before

binding starts.
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Figure 5.3: Secondary tendency

Stage (1), Fig. 5.4. The inter-monomer contacts starts to form, most of these contacts are be-

tween helix 1 of one monomer and helix 2 of its partner. These four helices compose the entangled

hydrophobic core of the 1f36 dimer. The following residues are involved in the initial formation of

binding interface: ARG28, VAL31, LEU35 in chain A helix 1; TYR51, LEU55, PRO61, MET65

in chain A helix 2; MET80 in chain A helix 3; and ARG28, VAL31, GLU36 in chain B helix 1;

LEU50, LEU55, GLU57, PRO61, MET65 in chain B helix 2; and MET80 in chain B helix 3.
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Figure 5.4: Dimer core binding. (H1a, H2b) denote Helix 1 from monomer A and Helix 2 from

monomer B respectively.

Stage (2), Fig. 5.5. The foot of the beta hairpin forms with residue contact pairs LEU11-

LEU35B and VAL13-GLN33B. Meanwhile the dimer core gets extended and strengthened. (No-

tice that residue 11 is actually located at the very left/bottom of the contact map, since the PDB

structure of 1lmb starts with residue 10.). Also, the relatively independent module of alpha helix 3

and 4 gets into good shape in both monomers.
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Figure 5.5: Hairpin foot/base formation; helix 3 and 4 module forms.
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Stage (3), Fig. 5.6. The refinement of binding interface and local secondary structures follows.

We notice that this happens slightly differently between two monomers. In monomer A, it is

the contacts from helix 3 (e.g. ALA77, MET80) and the second half of helix 2 (e.g. GLU57,

VAL58, GLN60, ASP64, VAL66) that get strengthened; however, in monomer B, it is helix 1 (e.g.

LEU27B, ASP29B, VAL31B), the first half of helix 2 (e.g. LEU55B and ALA56B) and the turn

between them (e.g. VAL47B) that get strengthened. This asymmetry may be presumably due to

the entropy cost of being exact symmetric and the geometrical benefits (or energetic advantage) of

being complimentary to each other. Local structure refinement may be required by and coincide

with the improvement of binding interface.
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Figure 5.6: Binding interface get ordered; and asymmetric complementary local secondary struc-

ture refinement.

Stage (4), Fig. 5.7. A well-coupled refinement process of both secondary and tertiary struc-

tures emerges.
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Figure 5.7: Well-coupled refinement of both secondary and tertiary structure.

Phi values: The high phi-value residues are mostly distributed in the entangled dimer core, which

is mostly made up by the first helix and second alpha helices, especially surrounding the root of

beta hair-pins (Fig. 5.8). These high phi-value residues are labeled in the structure (Residue

LEU11, THR12, VAL13, LYS25 and LEU27 are at the foot of the hairpin; VAL31, LEU35 in

helix 1; and VAL54, GLU 57, PRO61, LEU62 and MET65 in helix 2). Slight asymmetry between

monomer A and monomer B is observed on the phi value map, which is likely due to the the rare

sampling of transition state. MET81 is important for the relatively independent structural module,

composed by helix 3 and helix 4.
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Figure 5.8: Key residues with high phi-values in 1f36

Experimental evidences: Suggestions were made by observing crystal structures, that the ac-

tivation beta hairpin of inversion stimulation factor (1f36) has its roots stabilized by a group of

hydrophobic residues. Its far-end hairpin head-loop is mobile but structured by hydrogen bonding

network [86, 87]. We found good agreement with this suggestion in our simulations that the beta

hairpins form at the early stage of the transition and stay structured most of the time. The hydrogen

bond network of the hairpin loop (VAL16, ASN17, and GLN21 Fig. 5.3 ) forms very early and

sustains itself with relatively good stability. Also, the supporting hydrophobic group around the

hairpin feet (LEU11 LEU27, and from the other subunit ALA34 LEU35 TYR38 LEU53 VAL54)

locks the hairpin to the protein core, producing high probability spots/bands on the contact map

(Fig.5.5); Another modeling study also pointed out the importance of this hydrophobic core around

LEU11 [88]. This inter-monomer hydrophobic core, serves to explain the perfect coupled binding-

folding behavior of 1f36, as stated above.

Recent theoretical study shows that the fly-casting is more effective when a protein possesses

a small folding barrier and relative rigid extended part towards its target [84]. Experiments have

demonstrated that the N-terminal rigid hairpin head loop of 1f36 is responsible for contacting the

recombinase and activating the DNA invertase [86, 87]. Given the mobility of the N-terminal

hairpin and the relative rigidity of its head loop revealed in our simulation, as well as the existence

of extended unstructured monomers with a low folding barrier, we hypothesize/suggest that the

fly-casting approach is adopted by 1f36 in binding to its targets.

There are two other 2-state dimers which follow similar well coupled binding-folding sce-

nario, Troponin C site III (1cta) and Trp repressor (2oz9). Both of their minimal path are sym-

metric about two monomers but somewhat smoothly off the diagonal. Trp repressor (2oz9) has its

minimal path curve down, indicating a slightly more favored folding process in the beginning of

the transition, leaving the binding process slightly more to the second half (as shown in Fig. 5.9a).

While Troponin C site III, sharing a similarity with 1arr, has slight curving up in the first half of
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the minimal free energy path (as shown in Fig 5.9b).

(a) 3D landscape of 2oz9 (b) 3D landscape of 1cta

Figure 5.9: Two other closely coupled binding-folding dimers

5.2 Arc repressor (1arr)

From its free energy profile (Fig. 5.10), we notice that there is a decoupled binding process at

the beginning of the transition (vertical segment of the minimal free energy path between stage 0

and 1), followed by a decoupled folding process (decoupled from binding, as the red minimal free

energy line travels nearly horizontally from stage 1 to stage 2) in the first half of the binding-folding

transition. While at the second half of transition (from stage 2 to stage 4), binding and folding

are closely coupled. This suggests the whole binding-folding process is actually a twisted, and

nonuniform mix of folding and binding. Coupled folding and binding only exits at the second half

of the transition process, which is mostly about local structure refinement after the monomers and

interface between them are relatively well formed. While the first half is composed of decoupled

initiation binding followed by decoupled monomers folding. This step-wise separation of binding

and folding shows a strong contrast with the behavior of other two state dimers, like 1f36, in which

binding and folding are always closely coupled, as demonstrated above.
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Figure 5.10: 3D landscape of Arc repressor (1arr)

Step-wise structural evolution along the minimal free energy path. Stage (0), Fig. 5.11. Be-

ing completely denatured random coils, local contacts of each chain fluctuate on and off, especially

around residues ARG31, VAL33, GLU36 and LYS47. Most of these residues form contacts be-

tween the 1st and the 2nd alpha helices. Note here, when we decide which residue is the key

one to be displayed and labeled, we not only consider its contact with the highest probability, but

also how many contacts it makes with other residues. This is the reason that we only label a few

residues from the region circled out on the map, and leave out a few isolated high probability spots

(singular contact pairs) on the map.
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Figure 5.11: Local contacts before binding.

Stage (1), Fig. 5.12. Decoupled binding between the beta strands of the two monomers occurs

first. Almost all residues on the anti-parallel beta strand interface have formed contacts. (Residues:

LYS6, MET7, PRO8, GLN9, PHE10, ASN11, LEU12, ARG13 and TRP14. Only residues on

monomer A is labeled; residues on monomer B can be identified by comparing its imaging residue

labeled on monomer A.)
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Figure 5.12: Beta strands starts binding process. Only residues in China A are labeled. Residues

from Chain B are made transparent for clarity.
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Stage (2), Fig. 5.13. Following the initial binding of beta strands, a relatively decoupled

folding event happens in each individual monomer. The overall intra-contacts in alpha helix 1 and

alpha helix 2 get strengthened especially at the first half of helix 1 (key residues: TRP14, LEU19

and ARG23), which is in the vicinity of the already formed beta strand interface. This decoupled

folding process may prepare the dimer for the following stage of coupled binding-folding devel-

opment. At the same time, the binding interface between beta strands become strengthened, as can

be seen in the contact map that the color of the binding contacts zone has changed from blue/green

(in stage 0) to orange/red, which means higher formation probability.
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Figure 5.13: Decoupled folding event

Stage (3), Fig. 5.14. In this second half coupled binding-folding proceeds, more contact

pairs developed both on the interface and within individual monomers. Their representatives are

(VAL41-ARG40b, LEU12-ASN34b, "b" denotes chain B) and (VAL22-VAL33) respectively. The

coils become more packed and the overall geometry of the native dimer appears. Thanks to the

symmetry between two monomers, we only showed and labeled one copy of all these interactions

in the structure to avoid crowdedness. Intra-monomer interaction in B is not shown; and for inter-

monomer interactions, residues on monomer B is made transparent.
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Figure 5.14: Coupled binding/folding in the second half

Stage (4), Fig. 5.15. Refinements continues until most native contacts are formed. The native

structure from PDB is shown below with secondary structures labeled.
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Figure 5.15: Well refined 1arr dimer.

Phi values: The distribution of high phi value residues are almost symmetric between two monomers

(Fig. 5.16). From the phi value contact map and its mapping onto the native PDB structure, we

can see all the identified high phi-value interactions are mostly non-polar residues. These residues
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largely compose and surround the dimer hydrophobic core. This again suggests the hydrophobic

interaction plays a similar dominant role in a 2-state coupled binding-folding transition, as in a sin-

gle globular monomer protein folding transition. Apart from the beta sheet, high phi value residues

have a tendency to distribute around the connections (turns) between secondary structure units, i.e.

the end of beta strand, the end of helix 1 and the first half of helix 2. Note that almost all residues

on the beta strand give high phi values, but only PRO8, PHE10, LEU12 and TRP14 are labeled.

Because these four residues have their side chain pointed to the dimer core, they have more con-

tacts formed, but their average phi values per contact are not higher than MET7, GLN9, ASN11

and ARG13, which are not shown due to crowdedness. This suggests the role of key residues on

the beta strands is not just about hydrophobic core formation, but more likely, about the initial

binding between the beta strands (stage 1 illustrated above).

(To avoid over-crowded labels, we only labeled residues on Chain A (the orange backbone).

The unlabeled residues in Chain B (lime colored backbone) can be easily recognized by it mirror

image on chain A. Key residues only appear in chain B are labeled separately with a suffix "b".)
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Figure 5.16: 1arr phi values

Experimental evidences and corrections: In agreement with experiments which suggest the

dissociation and unfolding of Arc repressor are closely coupled in an equilibrium between folded

dimers and unfolded monomers [89, 90, 91], we observe no stable structured monomers in our sim-

ulations. The free energy landscape shows its binding and folding processes are mixed in the first

half and closely coupled in the second half of the transition. Suggestions have been made that the

overall structure of transition state must be somewhat native-like, given the large amount of buried

hydrophobic surface (75%), and the response of the folding and unfolding rates to mutations (i.e.

Expected key structural residues identified in the native state can affect the rates substantially.

Many mutations influence unfolding rate greatly, but very few can influence refolding rate, which

suggests the transition state for unfolding keeps a lot of native like interactions.) [90, 92, 91]. In
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Figure 5.17: 1arr_TS_vs_native state. Cray colored is the native state, and brightly colored is the

average TS structure.

our simulation results, the transition state configurations identified at the saddle of the minimal

free energy path do possess this overall native-likeness, as can be seen from the structural align-

ment of them (Fig. 5.17 in supplement 5.17 ), and the average RMSD between transition state

configurations and native state is about 7.5 A, which is rather close given the size of the protein.

Given the importance and availability or Arc repressor, extensive mutagenesis experiments

[90, 91, 93, 92, 94] have been carried out in studying the structural importance of each residue.

After every possible alanine-substitution mutant was studied, seven out of 51 mutants (WA14,

VA22, EA36, IA37, RA40, VA41, and FA45) were so thermodynamically disturbed that they

didn’t form dimers stable enough for kinetic study [90, 91]. Among these destructive single site

mutants, with only two exception (E36 and F45), all other five mutated positions are identified as

high phi value residues in our simulation and calculations (Fig. 5.16), suggesting the model used

can preserve the importance of key structural residues. Another evidence of this is residue Pro8,

which gives the longest strong band in our contact evolution map (Fig. 2.3 in supplement) (Pro8

forms native contacts early compared to other residues, and remains stably contacted through out

the transition processes. Note this is not simply due to the rigidity of proline, since Pro15 gives

a very ordinary band). Its mutation to alanine or leucine greatly decrease unfolding rate by two

orders of magnitude, without affecting the refolding rate much [94, 90]. That is to say, proline 8

here are actually imposing a strong destructive impact on the thermostability of Arc repressor. So,

strong contact formation propensity, bright colored bands in the evolution map, may only imply

the critical role of corresponding residues in the transition processes, but not necessarily being

constructive in stabilizing the protein.

However, we observe a stable partially binded intermediate state with a few inter-monomer

contacts and low intra-monomer contacts. Scrutinizing the structures reveals that the participated

regions in this initiation binding for Arc repressor is the anti-parallel beta-sheet at the N-terminal

(stage 2 in the structural evolution illustrated above). This is against the suggestion [91], which ar-

gues that intermediate states, if present, are poorly populated, compared to the native and denatured

protein, and that beta-strand is not formed in TS.
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5.3 Lambda repressor (1lmb)

From the 3 dimensional free energy space, we can see distinctively that folding and binding of

Lambda repressor are decoupled all the time at transition temperature (Fig. 5.18). One monomer

completely folds first and serves as the recognition surface for the second unstructured monomer

to bind to. The unstructured second monomer binds to its well formed counterpart half way to

complete the binding interface, and then is induced to fold itself. Only after the second monomer

folds, can the second half of binding proceed and complete the binding interface.

Figure 5.18: 3D landscape of 1lmb

Stage (0), figure 5.19. Before binding-folding transition starts, only temporary formation of

some local contacts along the peptides is observed in the contact map, representing secondary

structure propensities and random thermal collisions among nearby residues. Residue LEU12,

LEU31, VAL36, MET42, VAL47, LEU50, ILE54 and ASN61 give noticeably higher contact for-

mation probability and likely serve as the centers of (secondary structure) nucleation. Notice that

these residues, representing places with higher local secondary structure tendency, distribute al-

most evenly over the first 4 alpha helices, which compose the monomer globular body. While the

singled-out fifth alpha helix (from PRO78 to TRP88) is extended out from the monomer core to

form a large part of the binding interface of the two monomers. This suggests that the fifth alpha

helix may be more flexible than the other four helices, and may explain the fly-casting binding

behavior observed below.
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Figure 5.19: Before transition

Stage (1), figure 5.20. The step-wise transition process starts with the binding between the C

terminus (including the fifth alpha helix). Residue VAL73, ILE84, TYR88 and VAL91 are involved

in this initiation of binding. At this time,these interface contacts are of low formation probability

(blue colored), as can be seen from the contact map. The interface between the two C terminus are

not clear yet.
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Figure 5.20: Initial binding
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Stage (2), figure 5.21. Then one monomer chain condensates and folds, with most of its native

contact pairs formed but not very stable yet. The key residue involved in this process are LEU18,

VAL36, MET42, LEU50, LEU65 and PHE76. They form the strongest interactions in contact map

and pull the first four alpha helices together to form the hydrophobic core. Meanwhile, part of the

C-terminus initial binding interface gets sacrificed when the first monomer folds, i.e. contacts such

as between VAL91 of Chain A and VAL73 and ILE84 of Chain B are lost.
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Figure 5.21: First dimer folds; Sacrifice part of binding interface.

Stage (3), figure 5.22. Binding interface grows back and gets consolidated (residues: VAL73,

ILE84, TYR88, ALA90 and VAL91, the same group of residues as in stage 1, but in stronger in-

teraction now), with one monomer folded and the other still not. Interface between two monomers

become clear, which possesses two relatively well aligned alpha helix 5 from both C terminus.
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Figure 5.22: Development of interface

Stage (4), figure 5.23. Finally the second monomer folds and the binding interface gets fur-

ther improved. Key residues contribute to the folding of the second monomer are LEU18, VAL36,

VAL47, LEU57, LEU65, LEU69 and PHE76. Only four of them (LEU18, VAL36, LEU65 and

PHE76) also contribute significantly in the first monomer folding. This suggests the folding mech-

anism is changed for the second monomer, since it already has a partial binding interface with its

folded partner and thus is under the influence of it.

��

Figure 5.23: Second monomer folds
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Stage (5), figure 5.24. Binding proceeds and completes the interface. The number of inter-

monomer contacts increases as the probability of contact formation increases in the detail refine-

ment of C-terminus binding interface.
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Figure 5.24: Native state

Phi values. Since there are two clearly separate transition processes in the coupled binding-

folding of 1lmb, we performed the phi value analysis for each of these two transitions, and identi-

fied the high phi-value "key residues", which are more likely to have their native contacts formed

in the transition state (Fig. 5.25). We can see the key residues in the first monomer folding transi-

tion are located around the hydrophobic monomer core, which indicates that hydrophobic collapse

is likely the key feature of this transition (the white cloud in the structure is the surface of these

key residues). While, distinctively, the second transition have key residues located on and around

the binding interface of the fifth helix, instead of the monomer core. The surface of high phi value

residues in monomer A is colored orange; surface of residues in monomer B is colored lime. In this

way, the binding interface can be revealed more clearly. In agreement with previous observation in

its structure evolution, the second monomer takes a different folding path from the first one, under

the influence of the binding interface with its folded partner. This binding-coupled-folding is what

fly-casting mechanism suggests.
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Figure 5.25: 1lmb phi values
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Experimental evidences: Our simulation reveals an asymmetric behavior of lambda repressor

dimer, which could possibly explain the experimental observation that at least two different folding

routes exist for lambda repressor monomer [95] , and its dimer binds to the two halves of its

operator differently [96], and further more its two subunits also have slight difference in crystal

structure [97]. Similar results was found from other studies with AWSEM model, in which the

intermediate state observed consists an ensemble of a variety of encounter complexes [98].

In reality, our model may have missed certain properties due to the absence of operator DNA

in the simulation. It has been shown that the dimerization of lambda repressor and its binding

to DNA are coupled equilibria and the intermediate quaternary structure contributes to operator

affinity of lambda repressor [5].

5.4 Streptomyces subtilisin inhibitor (3ssi)

For Streptomyces subtilisin inhibitor (3ssi, Fig. 5.26), after slight initial binding, two monomers

collapse significantly with only a slight increase in binding contacts. Then binding proceeds to

complete binding interface after the two monomers become relatively folded (globular shaped).

Given that no stable intermediate state is found in 3D free energy landscape (Fig. 5.26),

we observe that 3ssi is a two-state dimer, which is in agreement with experimental observations

[99, 100, 101]. However, its minimal free energy path is not a coupled binding-folding pathway

(not following the diagonal closely, like that of 1f36), since it has a horizontal folding segment

(from stage 2 to stage 3 in Figure 5.26) followed by a vertical binding segment (from stage 3 to

stage 4 in Figure 5.26).

Figure 5.26: 3D landscape of 3ssi

Stage (0), Fig. 5.27. Local contacts weakly form around several centers, preventing the

peptide chain from extending too long. Secondary structure propensity, including both alpha helix

and beta sheet, is revealed here, especially at the ends of neighboring beta strands (THR34 at the

end of beta strand 2; VAL85 at the end of beta strand 3). Other residues, PRO39, LEU53, VAL56,

ASN104, GLY107, and ALA112 also form local contacts actively.
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Figure 5.27: Local contacts formation centers. Highlighted residues in the structure are those who

give relatively higher formation probability in the contact map on the left.

Stage (1), Fig. 5.28. Intra-monomer contacts between beta strand 3 and 4 likely form first.

So does part of beta strand 1 and 2. We don’t see the same patterns in the contact map for two

monomers, because the way we trace minimal free energy path is restricted to the right side of the

diagonal of the 3D landscape, where monomer A always have no less intra-contacts than monomer

B. In fact, monomer B is similar to monomer A at this stage, given that the 3D free energy land-

scape are very symmetric about the diagonal, and structures of monomer A and B are alike. Key

residue involved here are: VAL16, GLY17, ALA25 and GLUE28 between beta strand 1 and 2;

and ASP76, VAL 78, ASP83, VAL85, LYS89, VAL91, VAL96, SER98, and ASN99 around beta

strand 3 and 4).
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Figure 5.28: Beta strands 3 and 4, and part of strands 1 and 2 appear in one monomer.

Stage (2), Fig. 5.29. Inter-monomer binding starts between beta strands 1 of one monomer

and beta strand 2 from the other monomer. (residues: PRO9, ALA11, LEU12, VAL13, GLU28,

ARG29, and ALA30 in chain A; and PRO9, VAL13, ALA30, and THR32 in chain B.) At this time,

intra-monomer contacts between beta strand 3 and 4 in a monomer are relatively well formed, but

strand 1 and 2 still lack significant intra-monomer contacts.
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Figure 5.29: Binding starts slightly
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Stage (3), Fig. 5.30. Folding moves on, developing intra-contacts between beta strands 1 and

2, 1 and 3, and 3 and 4. Two subunits come together, but the binding interface is still not very

well formed, as can be seen from the low inter-monomer contact number in the 3D free energy

landscape and the low contact formation probabilities (blue dots) in the 2nd and 4th quadrants

of the contact map. (Key residues: LEU12, VAL13, VAL31, LEU33, LEU80, THR81, VAL82,

GLY84, VAL91, ARG95, and PHE97 in chain A; and LEU14, VAL31, LEU33, LEu80, THR81,

VAL82, VAL91, ARG95, and PHE97 in chain B.)
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Figure 5.30: All intra-monomer beta strands come into being.

Stage (4), Fig. 5.31. Contacts on binding interface develops and folding contacts get strength-

ened, especially among those beta strands which make up the binding interface. This concurrence

of binding interface formation and folding contacts consolidation, represents the underlying cou-

pled binding-folding mechanism. On one hand, four beta strands in one monomer need to be

aligned by folding in order to establish its surface for binding; and on the other hand, the interac-

tion from the other monomer may guide the alignment of these four beta strands. Thus folding and

binding depend on and cooperate with each other. Residue involved in the interface at this stage

are: THR32 and LEU33 on beta strand 2 (plotted transparently in the figure because they are far

in the back); THR81, ASP83, GLY84 and VAL85 on beta strand 3; GLY88 between strand 3 and

4; and ARG90 at the beginning of beta strand 4.
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Figure 5.31: Binding interface formed.

Stage (5), figure 5.32. Further strengthening of intra- and inter-monomer beta strands contacts

occurs for refining the final binding complex. However, to discuss the later refinement process of

the complex structure can be risky for us here, since the monomer has got reasonably well packed

and thus very likely that disulfide bonds are created, which was not represented in our model. But

the previous association process revealed in our analysis above keeps its value if we assume the

disulfide bonds are not formed in the beginning of folding-binding transition.
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Figure 5.32: Native structure
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Phi Values: From the phi value contact map (Fig. 5.33), we can learn that, in the transition

state, intra-monomer contacts between beta strand 1 and strand 3, between beta strand 1 and 2, and

between beta strand 3 and 4, are relatively well formed, especially the two central beta strands (1

and 2). This agrees with our free energy profile and structure evolution, in the sense that monomer

folding is the saddle point on the minimal free energy path.
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Figure 5.33: 3ssi phi values. The phi value map is almost the same for two monomers, and their

structures are symmetric about the center. To avoid crowdness, we only labeled key residues on

beta strand 1 and 2 for monomer A, and key residues on strand 3 and 4 for monomer B.

Experimental evidences: In experiments, no monomeric native or intermediate forms have

been found upon denaturation, and the native dimer dissociates into denatured monomers (i.e. 3ssi

is a two-state dimer) [99, 100, 101]. The previous simulation work with course-grained residue

level model classified 3ssi into 3-state dimer [21], while we are happy to find that our all-atom

structure-based model used here gives only two basins on free energy landscape, which agrees

with the two state dimer scenario in the experiment.

Each subunit possesses two disulfide bridges (CYS35-CYS50 and CYS71-CYS101), which

plays essential roles in holding the structure integrity of each folded subunit [102, 103]. We did

not take into account these disulfide bridges. This resulted in not sufficiently well folded subunits

at folding-binding transition temperature (Fig.5.34).
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Figure 5.34: The disassembled subunits of 3ssi. Yellow line indicates the elongated disulfide

bonds.

Though this approximation keeps us from further interpreting the binding-folding mechanism

of 3ssi, it proves, from the other side, that disulfide bond, as a covalent chemical bond, is more

important than a regular contact pair in structure-based model, which is intended to model hydro-

gen bond or hydrophobic packing; and more remarkably, the all-atom model used here can tell the

difference between them. (Given that, in its native state, each subunit of 3ssi is a well packed glob-

ular protein, possessing 306 defined intra-contacts in each subunit and 79 inter-contacts between

them, 3ssi lacks no intra-monomer contacts, but still can not form stable monomer without correct

representation of two disulfide bonds.)

Also, hydrogen exchange experiments has observed that amide protons on the beta strand

interface exchanges only by global unfolding, while the two helix and C terminal region can ex-

change by local fluctuation [104]. Many of the residues in helix 1 and helix 2 have no detectable

protection factors in H exchange experiments, but beta strand 1 and beta strand 4 on the beta

sheet have well-organized secondary structure [99]. These experimental suggestions of the supe-

rior stability of beta sheet interface and the lack of stability in helices are clearly observed in our

simulation as well.

5.5 LFB1 transcription factor (1lfb)

Due to the clear separation between binding and folding (it even gives different transition

temperatures in our simulations, evidenced by two peaks in heat capacity curve Fig. 6.12) in

LFB1 transcription factor (1lfb), it is impossible to demonstrate its binding-folding process on free

energy profile at only one temperature (Tf). Experiments have found that the homeodomain of

LFB1 (the exact part of LFB1 we simulated here) exists as a monomer in solution, and only forms

dimer when joined with another domain (domain B) of LFB1 upon binding to DNA [105, 106].

From the contacts evolution map at its binding temperature (Fig. 5.36), we see that the first/left

half of map 1, 2 and 4 are completely white (lacking of sample points), indicating no sample points

exit with low total/chainA/chainB contact numbers at binding transition temperature, since the

monomers are already folded when binding starts.
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Figure 5.35: 3D free energy landscape for 1flb binding (left, at temperature 103.3) and folding

(right, at temperature 111.1) respectively

We observe many almost constant probability strips from or around the interface sequences

(Fig. 5.36, map 2, the long yellow color strips go all the way from left to right on the map,

especially from or around those interface residues; interface residues are marked yellow on the

side bar, and residues not on the interface are colored dark red), suggesting the contact surface on

each subunit is well formed, and the monomers dock to each other rather rigidly (lock and key

model).

At a higher temperature, unfolding of monomers can be observed. The stable pattens with

high probabilities on the map of monomer folding transition (Fig. 5.37. uniform yellow bars in

lower part of map 3 and upper part of map 4) suggest that the two subunits are independent from

each other in folding. Two subunits follow the same developing pattens just like twins, reflecting

each other. (map 4 is the image of map 3 if we place a mirror on the gray line in the middle).

Figure 5.36: Contacts evolution map at binding temperature
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Figure 5.37: Contacts evolution map at folding temperature
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6 Landscape topography of dimerization

Free energy profiles of lower dimensions (2 dimensions) are presented in the section. They

may not capture the relationship between binding and folding as well as 3D landscapes demon-

strated above, because Qa and Qb have to be averaged together in describing monomers folding.

But they still have other merits over 3D landscapes. (1) Thanks to the reduce of computation re-

sources required in calculating lower dimensional free energy profiles, finer bins can be used in

histograms. (2) Due to the removing of one dimension, more sampling frames fall into each single

bin, and thus gives less rugged profiles. (3) Visualization is easier and more appealing, since the

convention of free energy wells/basins can be directly represented here.

Moreover, different reaction coordinates (root mean square deviation, center of mass distance,

native contacts number, and some of their combinations) are tested, and the proper reaction coor-

dinate (native contact number Q), which gives the most clear and interpretable landscapes, was

chosen based on the comparison of 2D free energy landscapes.

6.1 Density of state of the funneled landscape

From figure 6.1 and figure 6.2, we can see that configurational entropy, S=ln(n(Q)), decreases

monotonically with Qi and Qa+Qb, and eventually vanishes when Q=1, which is corresponding

to the full native state. This indicates, as folding/binding proceeds, the cross-section area of the

funnel, measured by S(Q), keeps decreasing until it reaches a single point, i.e. the unique native

state. And, the entropy S decreases with the decreasing of energy E (Fig. 6.3), demonstrating the

landscape is indeed funneled.

Figure 6.1: Logarithm of the density of states as a function of inter-contacts Qi (native contacts

between two monomers).
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Figure 6.2: Logarithm of the density of states as a function of intra-contacts Qa+Qb (native con-

tacts within two monomers).

Figure 6.3: Logarithm of the density of states as a function of energy.

6.2 Binding-folding mechanism in Free energy profile

With the micro-canonical DOS of the system, free energy profile, i.e. free energy as a function

of reaction coordinates Qi or Qa, can be drawn at any temperature. We can gain a first grasp of

the binding-folding relationship through the 2D free energy profile (Fig. 6.4. The left hand side

landscape shows a 2 state dimer; while the right hand side one is a clear 3 state dimer). Since

unbound states usually involve zero interface contact, the unbound state wells on the free energy

surface are very narrow.
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(a) 2S dimer (1f36) (b) 3S dimer (1cop 113)

Figure 6.4: 3D free energy profile examples. Left is show for a 2 state dimer; right is for a 3 state

dimer.

From the 2D free energy landscapes and heat capacity curves, we can infer the binding-folding

mechanism for each dimer. Free energy landscape is constructed at the transition temperature of

each dimer, which is identified as the peak of heat capacity curve. For 8 of the 10 dimers, there

is only one dominant peak on heat capacity curve (not all shown here, similar to the one in Fig.

6.8), which may suggest coupled folding-binding. The rest two of these dimers have two peaks

in heat capacity curve that are expected to represent folding and binding respectively. And these

two two-peaks dimers have clear 3 states appearance on their 2D free energy profiles. This part

of analysis/interpretation had actually been finished before the construction of 3D landscapes, we

can see that the results are consistent with those from 3D free energy landscapes. But, we can also

notice the limitation of 2D landscapes.

Six quite different binding-folding patterns are suggested (the name and thumbnail structure

of each dimer can be found in Table 2):

1. Coupled binding-folding.

There is one dominant peak in heat capacity curve, and only two basins on the free energy

contour. (1f36 Fig. 6.5; 1gvb Fig. 6.7; 2oz9 Fig. 6.6)

2. First fold, then bind. Binding follows folding immediately, without any interval. (1cop Fig.

6.8).

There is only one peak in heat capacity. There are three basins on contour, and they co-exist

at the same temperature.

3. First partially bind, then followed by coupled binding-folding. (1arr Fig. 6.9; 1cta Fig. 6.11)

4. One monomer first fold, then the second monomer bind, and then the binding interface

formed, and finally the second monomer fold. (1lmb Fig. 6.10)
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5. First fold; then bind, with an interval exists in between. (1flb Fig. 6.12).

There is clearly two peaks in heat capacity; three basins exist on contour, but only two of

them can co-exist at the same temperature.

6. Decoupled binding-folding, with binding interface complete first (3ssi Fig. 6.13, dominant

heat capacity peak) and then folding compete (3ssi Fig. 6.14, lower heat capacity peak).
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Figure 6.5: 1f36; Factor of inversion stimulation. 2 state dimer.
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Figure 6.6: 2oz9; Trp repressor. 2 state dimer.
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Figure 6.7: 1gvb; Gene V protein. 2 state dimer.
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Figure 6.8: 1cop; Lambda Cro repressor. Although this dimer clearly possesses at least 3 states

in free energy contours, the heat capacity curve only have one dominant peak. This may suggest

binding and folding happen successively in time.
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Figure 6.9: 1arr; Arc repressor. First partially bind, then coupled binding-folding.
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Figure 6.10: 1lmb; Lambda repressor. The 3rd contour may suggest a “fold-then-bind” route; the

4th contour may suggest a “bind-then-fold” route; the 1st and 2nd contours seem to give a “partial

fold - bind - total fold” pattern. Combining them together, I would like to hypothesis a scenario:

one monomer first fold; cause the second one to bind and formation of binding interface; then the

second monomer fold. Note that contour with x-axis as Qa+Qb, and is two times scaled down than

the one with axis Qa or Qb, so 35 on (Qa+Qb) axis equivalent to 70 on Qa or Qb axis.
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Figure 6.11: 1cta; Troponin C site III. First partially bind, then coupled binding-folding.
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Figure 6.12: 1flb; LFBI transcription factor. The one column top figure is heat capacity curve. The

middle two free energy contours show binding process at the first heat capacity peak. The lower

two contours, showing folding process, is the cause of the second peak. Notice that the lower right

contour gives three narrow basins, indicating the two monomers unfold at different time.
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Figure 6.13: 3ssi; Streptomyces subtilisin. The one column top figure is heat capacity curve. At

the temperature of the second (dominant) peak, the two free energy contours here reveal coupled

binding-folding process, is the cause of the second peak.
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Figure 6.14: 3ssi; Streptomyces subtilisin. The one column top figure is heat capacity curve. The

lower left free energy contour indicates a slightly improved folding of chain A and chain B at first

heat capacity peak (the lower peak); but this slight folding improvement is not captured by using

Qa+Qb as reaction coordinate in the middle contours.

6.3 Correlation between λ and thermodynamic stability

Three 2 dimensional sets of reaction coordinate (ordered parameter) are used in calculating Λ
values, so that comparisons can be made among them. These three reaction coordinate sets are:

(a) Qi, Qa+Qb; (b) Qi, Qa; (c)RMSDa+RMSDb, RMSD of the whole dimer. With any one of
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these three choices of reaction coordinate sets, good positive correlation is observed between Λ
and thermodynamic stability, measured by (Tf/Tg) (Fig. 6.15). This agrees with expectation, since

a large lambda value may indicate a deeper native minimum, a smoother funnel surface and/or a

smaller funnel mouth, and therefore a more stable and robust folding process.

The first two order parameter sets, using Q values, have overall agreement with each other but

differs a lot from the third set which uses RMSD values. This gives rise to the question of what is

the most appropriate order parameter to capture topography ratio lambda. We later decided to use

only Q because it can distinguish binding (Qi) from folding (Qa and Qb) most efficiently.
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(a) Qi, Qa+Qb

(b) Qi, Qa

(c) RMSDa+RMSDb, RMSD all.

Figure 6.15: Positive correlation between Λ and thermodynamics stability (Tf/Tg) is observed with

all three sets of order parameters. (a) Qi, Qa+Qb; (b) Qi, Qa; (c)RMSDa+RMSDb, RMSD of the

whole dimer.
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7 Kinetics about binding-folding

The binding-folding speed of our dimers as a function of temperature generally follow a

skewed/asymmetric U shape. It starts with very slow speed at low temperature end, especially

when it is below the glass trapping transition temperature, and gradually gets faster and faster as

temperature increases. This increase of binding-folding speed along temperature stops when it is

approaching to or going beyond binding-folding transition temperature, where folded-binded na-

tive state has became significantly less favored thermodynamically. These two high ends of the U

shaped curves can be expected since in the extreme cases, i.e. far above denature temperature or

far below glass trapping temperature, folding/binding can never occur.

The cause of slow binding-folding speed at low temperature end is the reduced thermal fluc-

tuation/flexibility. Small local free energy minima traps which are easy to break out at a warmer

temperature become more retarded when the thermal fluctuations are reduced. When it is below

the glass trapping temperature, the trapping from local minima becomes even more serious that

some traps are just impossible to escape from. We can see from the box-whisker plots on the left

column that even at temperature 10, which is well be low glass trapping temperatures of all dimers

(around 30 to 50), few folding events are still observed. These rare folding events may result from

the existing chances that the initial configuration of a dimer happens to be around its native basin,

and thus has no necessity to cross any barrier or escape from any local trap. This also helps to

rationalize that once these rare folding events occurs from very lucky initial configurations, they

can happen very fast (e.g. 1arr, 1f36 and 1cta at temperature 10). But given the small counts of

these events (only a very small percent (<5%) of initial structures get folded at temperature 10),

we can see the folding is extremely hard to happen below glass trapping temperature. With these

low count numbers (i.e. from 2 to 11), even survival statistic analysis is impossible to perform; but

we can expect very slow speed for most initial configurations and a huge variance/fluctuation here.

The glass trapping temperature for most dimers are around 30 to 50. We can see that all five

monomers have a huge increase in the the number of folding events observed between temperature

30 and 40, or 40 and 50.

At the high temperature end, close to binding-folding transition temperature, accessible con-

figuration space needed to be searched suddenly increases greatly. The searching speed, and the

flexibility of the peptide chains, also increase. The increase of configuration space dominates and

lead to eventually slower folding speed. A larger variance and smaller number of folding events are

also observed, likely caused by the same reason, i.e. the expansion of accessible configurational

space.

Another interesting feature we can observe by comparing the speed distribution histograms

among dimers is that, 3 state dimers (1lmb and 1cop) have bigger variances (more fluctuations)

than two state dimers (1arr, 1f36 and 1cta). Histograms of 3 state dimers have a much broader

distribution, which infers bigger variance in binding-folding transition speed. This is not a surprise

because there are two transitions involved in 3 state dimers, which requires crossing two barriers

successively. 3 state dimers can pass the first transition, reach its intermediate state and then turn

back to its denatured state, instead of proceeding to the second transition; while 2 state dimers

can’t have this behavior.
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1arr

1lmb

1cop

Figure 7.1: Binding-folding Speed (part I)
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1f36

1cta

Figure 7.2: Binding-folding Speed (part II)
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8 Discussion

8.1 Structure-based model with minimal frustration

The artificially defined native interaction between two spatially close atoms seems to ren-

der the structure-based model at the risk of being unrealistic. But the underlying supporting and

ratification for this model is the minimally frustrated intrinsic funneled landscape of folding and

binding. The assumption behind is that evolution need to eliminate the destructive energetic frus-

trations that could possibly delay or trap folding/binding processes. The native contacts interaction

defined in structure-based model may not represent the real interaction between two atoms, like

charge/dipole interaction or hydrophobic packing, but they incarnate the overall driving force/bias

toward folded/bound state.

Also, apart from energetic terms, topology of a protein dimer has been demonstrated to have a

bigger influence on its dimerization mechanism [22, 21]. Structure-based model keep the topology

of a protein structure. And in our atomic-level, the representation of topology is much better than

the residue level model, including the topological frustrations from amino acid side chains.

8.2 Other factors influencing protein dimerization

8.2.1 Involvement of DNA molecule

Half of the dimers we studied here are transcription factors. Their natural functionality in-

volves DNA binding, and their dimerization processes may be possibly concurrent with DNA

binding equilibrium. In order to bind to DNA, these dimers possess extra positive charges to help

them bind to negatively charged phosphate groups on DNA molecules. These positive charges can

prevent two subunits from coming together without the presence of DNA, but this effect is not

modeled here in this work. Our atomic level structure-based model does not consider charges at

this time. However, most of the dimers (9 out of 10) studied here exist and have been determined

by X-ray crystallography or NMR without the presence of DNA. In this sense, we can study the

binding-folding mechanism of these dimeric proteins alone without the complexities of introducing

DNA motifs.

The only exception is lambda repressor (PDB ID 1lmb), which is from a crystal structure

with bound DNA in it. We just grab the protein part from it. However, it has been shown that

the dimerization of lambda repressor and its binding to DNA are coupled equilibria and the inter-

mediate quaternary structure contributes to operator affinity of lambda repressor [5]. So, cautions

should be applied when interpreting the mechanisms demonstrated in our study, especially when

their natural binding partners, like DNA sequences, are involved.

8.2.2 Co-translational folding/binding

Translation rate in protein synthesis is about 50 amino acids per second in prokaryotes and 5

amino acids per second in eukaryotes. The folding time scale of the small protein dimers studied

here is likely at milliseconds scale. So co-translational folding should be expected. For 3 state

dimers, which have a stable folded monomeric form, i.e. non-obligatory dimers, the folding of a

monomer may happen right during the translation process. While for 2 state (obligatory) dimers,
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which are basically IDPs, the polyribosome transcription process can increase the local concentra-

tions of the unfolded monomer, and facilitate coupled binding-folding. Of course, the ribosome

surface and crowded cellular environment can also affected the binding-folding process of protein

dimers, which are not included in this study.

8.2.3 Chaperone

Protein folding events may need assistance in the crowded in vivo cellular environment, es-

pecially for heat/stress-induced unfolded proteins or multi-domain big proteins. For the relatively

small protein dimers studied here, chaperones may not be necessary for assisting folding. But

since the monomers from a 2 state dimer are unstructured before binding, chaperone may be re-

quired to prevent the aggregation of them. Also, since chaperones are also involved in assisting

the proper assembly of macromolecular complexes, including both proteins and DNA, they could

be possibly involved in the dimerization of transcription factor dimers, and their association with

DNA operators.

8.2.4 Slower dimerization F +U ⇋ D

The dissociation constant of Lambda Cro repressor (1cop) is much higher than the dissociation

constant of the complex of Cro dimer and its operator DNA sequence. And its dimerization process

is relatively "week and slow" [76, 75, 73]. The model we proposed can partially explain this

behavior. At a fixed total Cro protein concentration ([F]+ [U ] = const.), reaction rate following a

second order model is k[F][U ], which reaches its peak at the concentration where [F] = [U ], which

can be hardly satisfied at physiological conditions. Though the transition barrier height between

states F and U is only around 1~2 kT at transition temperature, at temperatures below transition

temperature, the folded state F will become dominantly populated. More rigorous reaction kinetics

about this set of two transitions can be modeled in the future.
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9 Summary

In this study, new simulation methods are applied to explore the dimerization mechanisms

of regulatory protein dimers. We focus on the relationship between two important aspects of

dimerization: monomer folding and interface binding. Though our multiple characterizing and

analyzing approaches, new dimerization mechanisms are revealed. Meanwhile, we realize that the

conventional terminology used in the description of dimerization mechanisms are not specific/clear

enough, and to some extend even misleading. Through an example with detailed illustrations, we

discussed the subtle distinctions among these terms, like 2-state dimer, 3-state dimer, obligatory or

non-obligatory dimer, and coupled/decoupled binding-folding process.

Equipped with all-atom structure-based model and funneled landscape theory, we can possibly

bridge the timescale gap in simulating protein folding/binding. With 3 dimensional free energy

profiles derived from efficient replica exchange sampling, diverse dimerization mechanisms are

revealed. The binding-folding relationship of protein homodimers is actually more complicated

than we previous thought. Current classification method for dimerization mechanisms can not

handle/include the new scenarios discovered in this work. And these newly emerging scenarios

from our simulation have good agreement with existing experimental observations, and can even

reconcile some conflicting experimental results.

The advantages of all-atom structure-based model are demonstrated in this work. Atomic

level granulation has been shown to possess a better representation of hydrophobic packing, and

hydrogen bonding. Since the atomic level granulation can realize/materialize these interactions,

given the underlying shadow map contact definition method has successfully identified these in-

teraction pairs as atomic-level native contacts. The geometric shape of each residue, as well as

the topological information are preserved in this model. Though there is no energy roughness in

structure-based model, the topological roughness are better represented here than in course-grained

(residue level) models. For two dimers, our model gives better agreement with experiments, and

corrects the their classification from residue-level simulations. However, we still can not distin-

guish different kinds of native interactions in our model. New development of this model will be

to include electrostatic interactions and introduce non-native energetic frustrations.

.
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Appendix A

2 state dimers

1cta. Troponin C site III

1arr. Arc repressor

1f36. Factor for inversion stimulation

1gvb. Gene V protein

1bet. β nerve growth factor

3 state dimers

1lmb. Lambda repressor

1cop. Lambda Cro repressor

1flb. LFB1 transcription factor

3ssi. Streptomyces subtilisin inhibitor

2oz9. Trp repressor

Table 2: PDB ID with protein name and thumbnail of structure.
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Appendix B

Figure 9.1: Contact evolution of 1cta

Figure 9.2: Contact evolution of 1arr

Figure 9.3: Contact evolution of 1f36
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Figure 9.4: Contact evolution of 2oz9

Figure 9.5: Contact evolution of 1cop

Figure 9.6: Contact evolution of 1gvb
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Figure 9.7: Contact evolution of 1lmb

Figure 9.8: Contact evolution of 3ssi

Figure 9.9: Contact evolution of
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